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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION 
 
EFFECT OF SOCIOECONOMIC AND DEMOGRAPHIC FACTORS OF DRIVER 
RESIDENCE ON CRASH OCCURRENCE 
 
In the U.S., road traffic crashes are a leading cause of death. Crash data 
from the state of Kentucky shows that the per capita crash rates and crash-related 
fatalities were higher than the national average for over a decade. In effort to explain 
why the U.S. Southeast experiences higher crash rates than other regions of the country, 
previous research has argued the region’s unique socioeconomic provide a compelling 
explanation. Taking this observation as a starting point, this study examines the 
relationship between highway safety and socioeconomic characteristics using an 
extensive crash dataset from Kentucky. 
The primary goal of this research is to define the at-risk group of drivers 
based on the socioeconomic and demographic attributes of the zip codes in which drivers 
reside. This study utilizes crashes that occurred in Kentucky during the period 2013-
2016. The quasi-induced exposure technique used assumes that the not-at-fault drivers 
represent the total population in question and the crash rate measure of exposure is 
developed in terms of the relative accident involvement ratio (RAIR), which is the ratio 
of the percentage of at-fault drivers to the percentage of not-at-fault drivers from the 
same subgroup. With fault status, dichotomous in nature, being the response variable, 
binary logistic regression is used, which is beneficial when the effects of more than one 
explanatory variable are examined. The final prediction model estimates the probability 
of the fault status of the driver based on multiple independent variables. 
Logistic regression models are developed to predict the occurrence of 
single- and two-unit crashes based on socioeconomic variables. The models for single- 
and two-unit crashes are quite similar to each other. The results indicate that variables 
such as driver age-group and gender, rurality, poverty level, average conviction, and 
driver population density of the area are associated with a driver’s likelihood to be 
involved in a crash. Educational attainment is observed to have an impact only on single-
unit crash occurrence. Finally, it is concluded that younger and older drivers residing in 
zip codes with low socioeconomic conditions have a higher likelihood of causing a crash 
for both single- and two-unit crashes: agreeing with prior research findings and 
maintaining the typical U-shape curve of crash involvement. Males have higher at-risk 
probability in their younger ages than females, while females perform better at their 
young ages when compared to males. The findings of this research thus identify at-risk 
     
 
groups of drivers who are most likely to be involved in crashes, and potential safety 
measures are recommended to control the risk of these targeted groups.  
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
According to the World Health Organization (WHO), every year, 1.35 
million people die in road traffic crashes – an average of 3,287 deaths per day. It has 
been estimated that annually road traffic crashes cause up to 50 million injuries globally 
[1]. There are also massive economic losses as a result of these injuries and fatalities.  
The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) also estimated that all 
traffic crashes in 2010 incurred a comprehensive cost of $836 Billion on the U.S. 
economy [2]. In the U.S., road traffic crashes are a leading cause of death. NHTSA 
estimated 37,806 fatalities in 2016 (the first decline since 2014) while 37,133 in 2017 
and 36,750 in 2018, ranking them as the top three deadliest years of the decade [3]. The 
fatality rates per 100 million vehicle miles traveled (VMT) was 1.19, 1.16, and 1.14 for 
these three years. The statistical projections of traffic fatality for the first quarter of 2019 
is 8,100. This represents a 1.1 percent decrease in the number of fatalities compared to 
the fatalities reported during the first quarter of 2018 [4]. The number of fatalities is 
expected to drop this year, however, accounting the overall statistics of the decade, 
traffic safety remains to be a concern.   
Kentucky has a higher overall crash rate per population than the national 
average. According to the Kentucky Traffic Collision Reports of Kentucky 
Transportation Center (KTC), the deaths per 100 million VMT for Kentucky is higher 
than the national average since 1986 [5, 6]. From 2015 to 2016, an increase of 10 percent 
from 761 to 834 fatalities was observed in Kentucky [7]. In 2016, NHTSA estimated 
22.5 crashes per 1,000 persons in the country, while for Kentucky, the rate was 37.3, 
which was much higher than the national average. This trend repeated in 2017 with 782 
fatal crashes in Kentucky while the national average was 685 [6]. In 2018, deaths per 100 
million VMT for Kentucky were 1.46, while the national average was 1.13. According to 
the Insurance Institute of Highway Safety report in 2018, Kentucky ranked 5th after 
South Carolina (1.83), Mississippi (1.63), Louisiana and Arizona (1.53), and West 
Virginia (1.51) for the high fatalities per 100 million VMT in the country [8]. In 2019, 
728 fatalities were reported in Kentucky as compared to 722 in 2018 [9]. Considering the 
increase in the fatality during the first half of the year compared to the previous year, the 
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total death caused by traffic collisions is expected to remain the same as in 2019. These 
trends underscore the importance of further addressing the factors that could influence 
the high collision rates and implement effective policies to reduce them. Discussing the 
reasons that could lead to safety problems would improve overall roadway safety.  
1.1 Overview 
Significant research efforts have already been undertaken on identifying 
factors that can potentially impact the crash occurrence and severity. In several such 
attempts, demographic factors, socioeconomic features, geometric design and roadway 
characteristics of crash locations, and behavior of the involved drivers are identified as 
associated factors [10-17]. The critical reason for most of the traffic collisions is 
assigned to driver, vehicle, or environmental factors. The National Motor Vehicle Crash 
Causation Survey indicates that 94 percent of the crashes are caused due to driver 
behavior [18]. However, underlying factors that could affect driver behavior resulting in 
a crash involvement have not been widely discussed. The socioeconomic and 
demographic characteristics of the driver and their environment may influence their 
driving conduct and eventual crash involvement.  While crashes are highly dependent on 
the site of occurrence, past research has demonstrated the influence of zonal-level 
socioeconomic features. Demographics, socioeconomic, and traffic characteristics of the 
crash location are important factors influencing crash occurrence. Yet, these factors do 
not provide any information on the type of drivers involved in crashes.  Hence, it is more 
reasonable to focus on the characteristics associated with the residence of the drivers 
involved in the crash rather than examining only the location characteristics, since the 
drivers involved are more likely to come from a different zone than that of the crash 
location.  
Past research efforts demonstrated a significant influence of macro-level 
socioeconomic features on crash occurrence such as poverty, income, employment, and 
education [10, 13, 15, 19, 20]. Many such studies concentrated on the socioeconomic 
factors of the region where the crash occurred. Maciag [21] compiled fatal pedestrian 
accidents reported in the Fatality Analysis Reporting System (FARS) during the 2008 to 
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2012 period to study the relationship between fatal crashes and the economic condition 
of the crash location. He found that fatalities are generally more common in poor 
socioeconomic areas. Also, a historical crash data analysis based on vehicle miles 
traveled by NHTSA indicated that crash rates are 2.65 times higher in rural areas than in 
urban areas [22]. These studies underscore the greater potential for crashes to occur in 
socially and economically disadvantaged areas.  
Few researchers attempted to determine the association between 
socioeconomic factors related to driver residence and crash occurrence and estimate their 
role in crash occurrence [23-26]. A recent WHO study identified that people of lower 
socioeconomic backgrounds are more likely to be involved in road traffic crashes, among 
other factors including human errors, such as speeding, lack of restraints, distracted 
driving, driving under the influence, inadequate roadway infrastructure and traffic law 
enforcement [1]. Blatt and Furman also reached the same conclusion through an 
examination of the correlation between socioeconomic characteristics of the driver 
residence and crash occurrence [24]. They demonstrated that fatal crashes are more 
likely to take place on rural roads, while drivers who reside in rural areas or small towns 
have significant involvement in such crashes. Several other studies have confirmed the 
high risk of crash involvement for drivers living in a rural/poor neighborhood [10, 15, 
23, 27].  
Most of the practices on enhancing roadway safety focus on improving 
roadway systems and geometric designs in high crash locations. Even though these 
efforts could improve roadway safety, the increasing trends in crash numbers indicate 
that there are issues yet to be addressed. As noted above, socioeconomic and 
demographic characteristics of the drivers’ residence could influence their driving 
manners. It is, therefore, vital to understand the effect of underlying socioeconomic and 
demographic factors contributing to crashes and identify those at-risk driver groups to 
implement effective countermeasures focusing them on improving traffic safety. 
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1.2 Impact on Kentucky 
Stamatiadis and Puccini [20] showed that the southeastern states in the 
U.S. experience consistently higher fatality rates compared to other regions. They noted 
that the distinct socioeconomic characteristics of the region are a significant reason that 
could explain the high fatality rate. They identified as potential socioeconomic factors 
that could explain the high fatality rates in these regions the median household income, 
unemployment, educational attainment, and percentage of rural population. The study 
suggests the drivers’ residence zip code socioeconomic data as a potential surrogate 
measure of explaining the high fatality rates.  
A plausible explanation for the increased crash rates in Kentucky may be 
the differences in a variety of socioeconomic characteristics of the state compared with 
other states. Based on statistics from the Bureau of the Census, Kentucky has lower 
percentages of high school completion and university attainment than the national 
average [28]. Concerning income characteristics, most of the counties have a median 
family income 19 percent lower than the national median income, are at the bottom of 
the national rankings with respect to both income and disposable income per capita and 
have one of the largest percentages among the states of persons below the poverty level. 
These types of socioeconomic characteristics could influence highway safety by 
affecting the age of vehicles owned (older, less safe vehicles), the condition of these 
vehicles (not properly maintained), the attitudes of the drivers toward safety and risk-
taking behaviors, and the level of driving education available to people (Stamatiadis and 
Puccini 1999). Moreover, Kentucky is considered a rural state since more than fifty 
percent of its counties are classified as rural [29].  
Kentucky is considered a rural state since more than 50 percent of its 
counties are classified as rural [29]. Almost half of the counties in the state fall into the 
Appalachian region, which is a geographically isolated rural area. Zhu et al. [30] 
demonstrated that the overall crash rates in Appalachia are consistently higher than in 
non-Appalachia. In Kentucky, the total number of fatal crashes is gradually increasing 
since 2013. Since 1986, the fatality rate in Kentucky was higher than the national 
average [5, 6, 25]. Being a southeastern rural state and a state belonging in the 
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Appalachian region, the socioeconomic factors of Kentucky are suspected to be a 
significant reason for these higher than the national crash trends. More than half of the 
2016 fatal collisions were reported in rural areas [7]. There may be some connection 
between socioeconomic factors and crash occurrence, and therefore it is critical to 
examine their impact on each other. It is also important to determine how the 
demographic data attribute to the socioeconomic characteristics of the driver residence 
area and thus impacting their crash involvement. Analyzing these factors might aid in 
understanding crash occurrence reasons and identify the major causes that could 
contribute to these high crash trends. In turn, this would allow to identify areas that may 
require additional attention for improving overall roadway safety.   
1.3 Relevance of Study 
The primary goal of this research is to define the at-risk group of drivers 
based on the socioeconomic characteristics of the driver residence. Although the 
attributes influencing crash occurrence are widely studied, incorporation of an 
appropriate crash exposure metric is lacking. Estimating crash exposure in a way that 
properly accounts for the risk associated with several conditions is imperative for sound 
crash analysis. Some commonly used metrics (e.g., VMT, number of licensed drivers, 
registered vehicles) account for exposure, but do not recognize potential differences in 
exposure due to time of travel or driver age and gender. They pertain to more generic 
groups of drivers or conditions because the denominator in the ratio of crash occurrence 
for specific subgroups and conditions cannot be obtained. This study utilizes the quasi-
induced exposure to consider the crash exposure. This approach overcomes traditional 
exposure metric issues and derives exposure estimates from not-at-fault drivers in two-
vehicle crashes. In this method, exposure is calculated based on the assumption that the 
not-at-fault drivers in two-vehicle crashes reflect the distribution of drivers exposed to 
the risk of crash involvement. Therefore they are considered to be a representative 
sample of the driver population. The technique has not been extensively used in 
addressing the contribution of socioeconomic and demographic factors on crashes. 
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Most of the previous attempts examined the effect of these socioeconomic 
variables specifically on different crash severities; on the contrary, research efforts where 
all crashes were considered are sparse. In general, traffic collisions affect the economy of 
the nation, and they could have significant economic impacts. Therefore, it is important 
to consider all crashes despite their severity levels when examining their association with 
socioeconomic and demographic factors. In this study, all crashes that occurred in 
Kentucky during the period 2013-2016 will be considered.  
Also, this research study uses history crash data at the driver level to 
analyze the socioeconomic and demographic factors of the drivers’ residence zip code. It 
aims at finding the target sets of driver groups (e.g., age, gender, economic or education 
status) or regions (e.g., zip codes, rural/urban) that are more likely to be involved in a 
crash based on their socioeconomic and demographic factors. In other words, the 
findings of this work allow to identify groups of drivers or zip codes with high crash 
involvement risk factor. The risk of each driver group or area is calculated using logistic 
regression in terms of probability as a function of socioeconomic and demographic 
variables. This is produced in the form of a heat map, which can be easily used to 
understand better the relative risk of the driver groups/area. This is crucial as it provides 
a more appropriate evidence-based, probability of crash involvement that could be used 
to implement efficient safety programs targeting such groups. This is another major 




CHAPTER 2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
This chapter reviews the past research efforts dealing with the factors 
associated with crash occurrence. A significant research effort has been undertaken 
globally to investigate the role and possible contribution of socioeconomic and 
demographic factors on crash occurrence. Some of the methods investigate 
demographics surrounding the crash location, while others use surrogate descriptors 
associated with the residence location of the drivers involved in a crash. This section 
provides a general overview of their methodology and highlights significant findings 
related to the current study. The first part of the chapter discusses the socioeconomic and 
demographic factors examined in the past and identifies the gaps in those efforts to 
determine possible avenues of this research effort. Next, methods of analysis and 
modeling are presented, followed by a discussion on how they can be utilized in the 
current study. Finally, a summary concludes this chapter presenting how the knowledge 
obtained from the review is used in the current study. 
2.1 Contributing Factors 
2.1.1 Socioeconomic and Demographic Variables 
Various socioeconomic and demographic variables have been examined 
in the past to identify their potential contribution to crash occurrence. Prior research 
shows some common threads among explanatory variables, which agree with a priori 
expectations: income, poverty, employment, education, rurality, and driver age all seem 
to have an impact [10, 13, 15, 20, 23, 31].  
Rural areas are generally cited as having higher fatal crash rates than 
urban areas, and a large portion of previous research dealt with the levels of rural and 
urban components of a region. Muelleman and Mueller [32] investigated fatal 
commercial motor vehicle crash (CMV) characteristics as they relate to population 
density. Information on human (age, gender, restraint use, alcohol, ejection from the 
vehicle, seating position and driving record), vehicle (vehicle make, crash type, manner 
of leaving scene and most harmful event), and crash variables (crash location, crash time, 
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posted speed limit, first harmful event, surface type, and emergency medical system 
(EMS) times) were included for the analysis. The counties of the study regions were 
categorized as urban and rural, and rural counties were further subdivided into three 
groups, based on population density. The major factors that were significantly related to 
the high fatality rates in low density areas were prevalence of alcohol use and a higher 
level of intoxication, delayed medical care, use of light and heavy trucks, frequent non-
collisions (defined as a crash with no injuries or damages) on less traveled roads and 
frequent crashes on gravel-surfaced roads. Also, the study confirmed the previously 
known inverse relationship between population density and CMV fatality rates. They 
concluded that the fatality rate per 100 million VMT was 44 percent higher in rural than 
urban areas. They also noted that rural areas are not homogeneous, and comparisons 
based only on urban/rural groupings can obscure. However, variables like restraint use, 
the severity of a crash, and older occupants show no difference within the three rural 
regions, raising concerns regarding their contribution in explaining the relationship 
between fatality rate and population density. Though this research recognized many 
crash variables associated with population density, it did not determine the relative 
contribution of each factor explaining the differences in fatality rates within rural areas. 
The authors recommend further research to determine how the fatality rate increase, in 
areas with low population density, is associated with the pre-crash, crash, and post-crash 
variables. However, there has not been relevant research conducted on this aspect.  
Blatt and Furman [24] conducted a similar geodemographic analysis at 
the zip code level, with a focus on the residential location of the driver divided into rural 
and urban. Five levels of population density were identified for classifying each driver’s 
residence location, including rural, small town, second city, suburban, and urban. Other 
driver characteristics were divided into social clusters (age groups, gender, involvement 
in a crash resulting in death of a child, blood alcohol concentration level). Using 
geodemographic analysis, the percentage of drivers in fatal crashes in each social cluster 
was compared to the base population of that social cluster. Overall findings indicate that 
drivers from rural areas or small towns are more likely to be involved in fatal crashes, 
and those fatal crashes are more likely to take place on rural roads. They also 
acknowledged that roadway features (such as two-lane highways, narrow shoulder, and 
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limited sight distance) might play a bigger role in rural crashes while economic and 
behavioral factors (such as, use of seat belts, poor EMS response time, longer travel time 
to reach the nearest medical facility) could contribute to serious crash outcomes. 
Zwerling et al. [33] investigated the factors associated with increased fatal crash 
involvement rates in rural areas. They found that fatal crash incidence density was more 
than two times higher in rural than in urban areas. The major reason is the high rate of 
increased injury severity in rural crashes, which is three times higher in rural areas 
compared to that in urban areas.  
Noland and Quddus [31] used negative binomial (NB) regression to 
explore the association between crash casualties and land use variables (proportion of 
urbanized area, population and employment density), road characteristics (length of 
various road types, number of junctions and roundabouts) and area-wide demographics 
features (age, level of social deprivation, percent of the economically active population). 
NB models were developed for total fatalities, serious injuries, and slight injuries. The 
results show that densely populated urban areas have fewer traffic causalities, while 
areas with higher employment have more traffic causalities. The roadway characteristics 
considered did not exhibit any effects on traffic casualties, although the length of the 
road segments show some effects on serious injuries. Social deprivation showed a 
positive relationship with traffic causalities, and it shows no significance for motorized 
(excluding bicyclists and pedestrians) casualties. Also, the residual cause for high 
causality rate in areas with higher levels of social deprivation is not investigated. They 
offered as a possible explanation for their findings the notion that lower income people 
tend to live in areas with low cost of living and cheap housing, while such areas are 
likely to have unsafe roadway conditions. A review on this aspect would be useful to 
identify target areas or populations that need more attention.  
Hasselberg et al. [14] determined that drivers with a relatively low 
educational attainment level show an excess risk of overall crashes and crashes leading 
to fatality or serious injury. Their study also estimated that 33 percent of minor injuries 
and 53 percent of severe injuries would be avoided if all subjects had the same injury 
rate as subjects with a higher education. Similarly, Zephaniah et al. [15] revealed that 
DUI crash rates (normalized by population) are influenced by employment, income, 
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education, and housing characteristics. It is also noted that the areas with high rental 
housing percentages exhibited lower DUI crash rates. The rate of DUI crashes is higher 
in rural areas, possibly indicating acceptance of drunk driving among communities living 
in those regions. Also, the overall percentage of residents with at least a high school 
education in a postal code reduced the occurrences of DUI crashes. Their study also 
showed that DUI crashes are related to lower male employment and female educational 
achievement, while Cook et al. [34] also confirmed the higher DUI crash involvement 
for male drivers. These studies used the characteristics of the driver’s residence location 
and showed that higher education has a positive impact, i.e., reduction in vehicle crashes.  
Both income and poverty were cited as relevant predictors for crash 
related analysis from several sources. It should be noted that income and poverty could 
be closely related, as poverty status is generally based on income below a certain level. 
Lee et al. [23] investigated the relationship between at-fault driver residence 
characteristics and all types of crashes for three years of data in Florida. They found that 
Median Family Income had a negative relationship with the number of at-fault drivers, 
indicating that drivers from lower income communities are more likely to be responsible 
for a crash occurrence. Maciag [21] indicated that within metro areas, low-income tracts 
recorded pedestrian fatality rates approximately twice that of more affluent 
neighborhoods; high poverty rate tracts revealed a similar trend. Aguero-Valverde et al. 
[16] also concluded that the percent of the population under the poverty level had a 
highly significant and positive correlation with crash risk when using a negative 
binomial prediction model.  
Employment has been cited in several forms, either as unemployment 
rates, a portion of people working from home, or a portion of unskilled workers. Factor 
et al. [13] used a sample of the Israeli population with detailed socioeconomic data and 
nine years of crash data for their analysis. They found that non-skilled workers are over-
involved in fatal crashes relative to their size in the total population of all workers. 
Conversely, Lee et al. [23] found that the higher proportion of the population working 
from home resulted in a lower number of at-fault drivers, though it was proposed that 
this is the result of travel exposure. Later, Adanu et al. [12] found that unemployed 
drivers were shown to have a probability of 0.23 of being at-fault in a crash, and the 
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probability of being at-fault in a serious injury crash was 0.57. They suggested that the 
odds of an unemployed driver being at-fault for a serious crash were 1.32 times higher 
than a driver who was employed, self-employed, or retired. In addition to employment, 
they attempted to demonstrated that average credit scores (lower scores equal higher 
risk) and average commute times (longer times equal higher risk) are significant 
predictors for severe injury crash risk. At the driver level, the results showed significant 
proportions of serious injury crashes involving no seat belt usage, unemployed drivers, 
young drivers, distracted driving, and driver race are also contributing factors. The model 
also showed previously known inverse relationship between population density and 
severity of crashes; however, the authors made a counterintuitive statement. Based on 
their opinion, larger populations are more likely to live in urban areas having higher 
overall incomes and educational levels, which are factors that may influence crash 
occurrence and severity. Even though previous studies established the influence of 
population density and vulnerability of rural areas to severe crashes, the authors suggest 
a more detailed investigation for less populated regions are needed to understand the 
relationship between driver characteristics and specific crash types. 
Age is a predominant demographic phenomenon that contributes to a 
driver’s involvement in a crash.  Brown et al. [10] attempted to identify and analyze the 
socioeconomic and demographic factors related to the residential characteristics (at the 
zip code level) of drivers involved in crashes. Their study exhibited that the 15-19 age 
group drivers have the highest odds of being at risk for an injury or fatal crash, followed 
by the 20-24 age group. It is also noted that the middle age group (45-54) drivers had the 
lowest odds of being at-fault in a crash. Chen et al. [35], Factor et al. [13], and Hanna et 
al. [17] all indicated that undesirable crash results, such as more crashes or higher fatality 
rates, were present for young or new drivers. Still, there was some variation in the impact 
of elderly drivers. It might be that the young drivers tend to speed more than older 
drivers [36]. Lee et al. [23] determined that a larger proportion of the elderly population 
decreases the likelihood of drivers being at-fault. Also, Adanu et al. [12] indicate that the 
older aged drivers (above 65 years) have the least contribution to fatal crashes. This 
might be because the older drivers contribute less to the socioeconomic features (for 
example, median income) of a region, compared to the other age groups. Males [37] 
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showed a common effect of age and income-related factors that contribute to young 
driver fatalities. Using a multivariate regression analysis, he concluded that driver age is 
not a significant predictor of fatal crash risk when poverty related factors (such as older 
vehicle age, lower state per capita income, and lower education levels) were controlled. 
Aguero-Valverde and Jovanis [16], indicated that counties with a higher percentage of 
the population under poverty level, higher percentage of their population in age groups 
0–14, 15–24, and over 64 and those with increased road mileage and road density have 
significantly increased crash risk. Several studies on older adult drivers discussed the risk 
factors they create for themselves and others. Lyman et al. [38] observed an increasing 
fatal crash rate for drivers over 70 years. The study exhibited that the drivers over 65 
years will account for more than half of the total increase in fatal crashes by 2030.  
However, the contribution of different age groups towards the crash severity is still not 
clear and it should be investigated further. 
In addition to age, crash occurrence is often associated with the gender 
and marital status (separated or widowed) of the driver [13, 19]. Factor et al. [13] 
provide evidence that separated and widowed drivers are 50 percent more likely to be 
involved in a crash than married drivers. It is observed that in terms of the at-fault driver, 
the proportion of males is higher than that of females. For the state of Kentucky, 55 
percent of the drivers who were involved in collisions during 2016 (where the gender 
was listed) were male, while 45 percent were female. In fatal collisions, 74 percent of the 
drivers were male, and 26 percent were female. Zephaniah et al. [15] showed that  DUI 
crashes are related to male employment and female educational attainment. Additionally, 
there might be a common relationship between other socioeconomic factors (like 
income) towards gender and age, which requires more investigation.  
Another interesting factor contributing to crash occurrence is the 
proximity to driver residence [10, 39]. A latent class analysis (a model-based clustering 
method), considered by Adanu et al. [39], indicated that more than 75 percent of young 
at-fault driver crashes occurred within 25 miles of the driver’s residence. However, 
Brown [10] showed that approximately 35 percent of the crashes occur within 5 miles of 
the driver’s residence. Additional investigation is recommended on how crash 
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occurrence is influenced by the proximity to driver residence belonging to a specific 
target group, e.g., age, gender, educational attainment, or regions, e.g., rural/urban area. 
 
2.1.2 Citation and Crash History 
According to NHTSA, about 94 percent of serious crashes are due to 
dangerous choices or errors people make behind the wheel [40]. It is critical to identify 
the high-risk drivers and their characteristics to reduce the number of crashes through 
targeted efforts such as safety education and enforcement programs. Many researchers 
have demonstrated that the occurrence of a subsequent crash by the same driver is more 
than a coincidence. Greenwood and Yule [41] first documented the existence of crash 
prone drivers.  Other research has investigated the impact of crash-prone drivers on 
safety and developed models predicting how a driver’s past crash history could affect 
their crash occurrence(s) in the upcoming year [40, 43]. 
Blasco et al. [42] investigated how the probability of a driver involved in 
a crash changes when they already have one previous accident involvement. They also 
noted that the less the time elapsed between two crashes, the higher the probability of 
that driver to be involved in another crash. Therefore, drivers with conviction and crash 
history are considered riskier groups. In 2002, Daigneualt et al. [43] examined older 
drivers’ previous conviction record and crash data and concluded that prior crashes are a 
better predictor for crash risk than prior convictions. Chen et al. [44] identified crash 
prone drivers based on their at-fault crash involvement in prior records and discovered 
that a statistical model using prior at-fault crash data could recognize up to 23 percent 
more drivers who will have one or more at-fault crash involvements in the next two years 
than those using conviction information only.  
Sun et al. [45] investigated the impact of crash- prone drivers on safety to 
predict how a driver’s past crash history affects their crash involvement in the upcoming 
year using Louisiana data. Their findings showed that 5 percent of drivers are 
responsible for 35 percent of crashes in seven years. They concluded that r. Chandraratna 
[25] also demonstrated that a driver who had one previous at-fault crash is about 150 
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percent more likely to be involved in another crash within the next two years than a 
driver who had no previous at-fault crash involvements. His study also demonstrated that 
drivers who have driving records with citations, crashes, or both as high-risk drivers. 
Even though his research estimated the likelihood of a driver being involved in a future 
crash, the estimation was limited to only at-fault drivers who have previous crash 
records.  
2.2 Regional Issues 
The Appalachian region is a 205,000-square mile area along the 
Appalachian Mountains from southern New York to northern Mississippi in the U.S. 
This region includes 420 counties in 13 states - all of the counties in West Virginia and 
designated counties in Alabama, Georgia, Kentucky, Maryland, Mississippi, New York, 
North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, and Virginia. According 
to the 2010 Census Bureau, about 25 million people live in this area, and approximately 
42 percent of the region’s population is considered rural, which is twice as high as the 
national average (20 percent) [46].  The poverty rate in the Appalachia region is 19.7 
percent, which is higher than the 15.6 percent rate of the  U.S. [47]. In 2014, the 
unemployment rate for the Appalachia region was 6.5 percent, which is slightly higher 
than the national rate (6.2 percent) [47]. These data indicate that poverty, rurality, and 
unemployment rates of the Appalachia region are higher than the national rates.  
Appalachia faces several public health challenges, including high motor 
vehicle crashes. Southeastern states in the U.S. are observed to have a higher motor 
vehicle fatality rate in general [20], and a large area of the southeastern U.S. falls into the 
Appalachia. Fatalities due to motor vehicle crashes are one of the leading causes of death 
among young adults in Appalachia [48]. A study of the Appalachian Regional 
Commission (ARC) shows that East-Central West Virginia, Eastern Kentucky, 
Northeastern Mississippi, and Northern Alabama consistently have higher fatality rates 
than any other areas within the region [48]. The geographical and socioeconomic 
variability of the region could be a reason contributing to these higher fatality rates. 
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A large portion of Kentucky falls into the Appalachian region, with 54 of 
the 120 Kentucky counties within the region (Figure 2.1). About 43 percent of the total 
area of Kentucky, i.e., about 17,624 square miles, is within the Appalachian region. 
Almost 25 percent of the Appalachian Kentuckians are below the poverty line [47].  A 
Kentucky study reported that unintentional injury death rates in Appalachia are higher 
than the western region of the Commonwealth [49]. Lower socioeconomic status has 
been associated with the higher fatality rate along with other factors such as regional 
topography and lack of access to immediate medical care. 
Figure 2.1. Kentucky Counties in Appalachian Region 
 
The rurality and terrain of the Appalachian region could pose unique 
safety challenges compared to the rest of the country, and higher traffic-fatality rates 
compared to the remaining U.S. have been observed. Zhu et al. [30] compared the traffic 
fatality rates in Appalachian and the non-Appalachian regions using Poisson models with 
age, sex, and county-specific population density levels as controlling variables. They 
found that the traffic fatality rates in the Appalachian region are 45 percent higher than 
non-Appalachian area [50]. They attributed these higher rates largely to the higher rural 
population of the region. They also observed that the rates are higher in urban 
Appalachia compared to urban counties in the rest of the U.S.  
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In 2016, Birru et al. [51] compared self-reported seat belt use in the 
Appalachian and non-Appalachian counties of the U.S. The study showed that the seat 
belt usage rates are lower in the Appalachian region compared to the rest of the U.S., 
regardless of age, gender and level of the county rurality. They concluded that a 100 
percent belt compliance would have saved 360 more persons in the Appalachian region 
in 2012. Lack of seat-belt usage could be a contributing human factor to the higher 
fatality rates observed in the Appalachian region. 
There has been limited research focusing on disparities in motor vehicle 
crashes within the Appalachian region and investigating the factors contributing to the 
higher number of crashes in the region. The few studies conducted thus far indicate that 
drivers residing in rural areas are more likely to cause a crash. This study conducts a 
comparison between the drivers in the Appalachian and non-Appalachian Kentucky, to 
examine possible differences in their crash involvement rates.  
2.3 Analysis Methods 
The NB distribution is a discreet probability distribution that is often used 
when dealing with crash counts, and NB regressions are used to model crash counts for a 
roadway segment. Noland and Quddus [31] used NB count data models to analyze the 
associations between demographic factors (such as land use types, road characteristics, 
and area-wide demographics including the level of social deprivation) with traffic 
fatalities and serious or slight injuries. The social deprivation is an index developed in 
the United Kingdom consisting of six socioeconomic factors: income, employment, 
health deprivation and disability, education skills and training, housing, and geographical 
access to services. They used the census block in England as a spatial unit of the crash 
location to connect these demographics with crash fatalities. More recently, the Highway 
Safety Manual (HSM) [52] recommends developing Safety Performance Functions 
(SPFs) using negative binomial regressions, which are primarily based on Average 
Annual Daily Traffic (AADT) for homogeneous roadway segments. However, Ivan et al. 
[27] demonstrated an alternative in predicting crashes on local roads where the traffic 
volumes are not available. The study estimated SPFs for local road intersections and 
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segments at the Traffic Analysis Zone (TAZ) level using socio-demographic and 
topological network data. There are approximately 1,800 TAZs in Connecticut, which 
were then clustered into six analysis groups based on land use and population density. 
SPFs were developed using Poisson regression models, which can predict intersection 
and segment crashes within each TAZ using the number of intersections and the total 
local roadway length, respectively.  
Various other forms of regression modeling have been used in crash 
analysis. La Torre et al. [53] and Rivas-Ruiz et al. [54] used multiple linear regression in 
their analysis, while Chen et al. (2015) used a Bayesian random intercept regression 
model. La Torre et al. [53] investigated the association between regional differences in 
traffic crash mortality and crash rates with socio-demographic factors and variables 
describing road behavior, vehicles, infrastructure, and medical care in Italy. Rivas-Ruiz 
et al. [54] utilized simple and multiple linear regression with a backward stepwise 
elimination approach to study the variability of Road Traffic Injury (RTI) mortality on 
Spanish roads, adjusted for Vehicle Kilometers Traveled (VKT) in each Spanish 
province. Both studies found some significance in areawide socioeconomic factors, such 
as employment rates, alcohol use, and education levels. Chen et al. (2015) analyzed 
injury or fatality truck driver crashes. The study concluded that the presence of alcohol 
or drugs had a positive correlation with crash severity. 
Some have found other regression models to be more useful, such as 
logistic and lognormal regressions. The logistic regression is the simplest form of 
regression technique that can be used when the dependent variable is binary. This 
technique fits the best when the effect of more than one independent variable 
(categorical, continuous, or both) is examined. Factor et al. [13] created a binary 
response variable to describe crash fatality level. The model used demographic factors to 
predict the probability of being involved in a fatal crash versus a non-fatal crash. The 
research linked nine years of injury and fatal road-crash records with census data. It used 
several socioeconomic factors, all grouped into discrete categories, such as gender, 
education groups, and age groups. The binary dependent variable indicated whether the 
driver had been involved in a fatal or severe accident within the past nine years. They 
also used categorical independent variables such as gender, age groups, and marital 
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status for analysis. The findings of the regression were turned to probabilities, which is 
one of the major contributions of logistic regression. Vachal [55] used logistic regression 
to study crash factors associated with injury outcomes for single and multivehicle truck 
crashes. The researchers noted that while drugs and alcohol are potentially a contributing 
factor for truck drivers, substance use is more common and more dangerous for drivers 
of passenger vehicles. 
Similarly, Hanna et al. [17] considered fatal crashes involving unlicensed 
young drivers (under age 19) in the U.S. using conditional and unconditional logistic 
modeling. This analysis was based on the urbanicity (which categorizes all US counties 
as urban, suburban or rural based on population and proximity to metropolitan areas) and 
the Townsend Index of Relative Material Deprivation (which serves as a proxy measure 
for socioeconomic status based on access to local goods, services, resources, and 
amenities). To allow for the simultaneous study of driver characteristics and region 
information, Adanu et al. [12] used multilevel logistic modeling, which recognizes “the 
hierarchical structure in data and also provide[s] information to compute the amount of 
variability in the data attributable to each level of the hierarchy.” They created a binary 
response variable which identifies the crashes as fatal or non-fatal. They used a two-level 
hierarchical logit model with driver characteristics at level 1 and regional information at 
level 2. In sequential or hierarchical logistic regression model, the explanatory variables 
can be added to the model step by step, which will allow to examine the changes in the 
model with the addition of each set of variables. This approach would allow for the 
development of models at each level and understanding of the effects of these predictors 
on the response variable, at the driver level and regional level. Similarly, Chen et al. [56] 
used multinomial logit models to examine the influence of drugs or alcohol in increasing 
the probability of injury or fatality for CMV drivers. Khorashadi et al. [57] used a 
multinomial logit model to examine the effect of alcohol or drug use on rural road truck 
crashes. They concluded that the probability of severe/fatal injury increased 246 percent 
compared to crashes not involving alcohol or drugs. 
Das et al. [58] conducted an explanatory data analysis to develop a crash 
prediction model to estimate the likelihood of future crashes for the at-fault drivers. They 
categorized the drivers into four types: not-at-fault prone drivers (involved in multiple 
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crashes but not responsible for), at-fault prone drivers (responsible for multiple crashes), 
not-at-fault non-prone drivers (involved in only one crash but not responsible for), and 
at-fault non-prone drivers (responsible for only one crash). An extensive data analysis 
was conducted to determine the association of these four driver categories with variables 
such as human-related factors, crash-related variables, roadway related, environmental 
factor, and vehicle-related variables. The results of the data analysis emphasized the 
importance of understanding the behavior and other associated characteristics of drivers 
involved in multiple crashes (i.e., crash prone drivers). A logistic regression model was 
developed for crash prone drivers, with the dependent variable being the fault status of 
the driver. The idea of categorizing the at-fault and not-at-fault drivers based on crash 
risk was a creative idea; however, the model did not include all of them. The final model 
predicting the fault status was limited to only crash prone drivers (i.e., drivers involved 
in more than one crash). To address this issue, a multinomial logistic regression 
modeling technique can be used, which is considered an extension of binomial logistic 
regression. It allows for a dependent variable with more than two categories. In this case, 
the dependent variable can be split into four driver categories, as defined by the 
researchers. Using multinomial logistic regression, the crash proneness (or any other 
categorical variables such as gender and educational attainment) can be added as a 
categorical explanatory variable. This will help to understand how the categorical 
explanatory variables vary within the binary dependent variable. For example, this will 
help to determine how much more likely a crash prone driver is to be at-fault than a non-
crash prone driver.  
Chandraratna et al. [25] approached this scenario differently. They tried to 
predict the likelihood of a driver’s involvement in a crash occurrence based on previous 
crash involvement. The dependent variable was whether or not the driver had a previous 
crash involvement observed during the study period. They used the fault status of the 
driver as one of the independent variables. The results demonstrated that the drivers who 
had previous at-fault crashes are more likely to be involved in additional crashes than are 
the rest of the drivers. However, in this case, a driver with one previous crash is 
considered as riskier as the driver with five (for instance) previous crashes.  
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Other methods, such as spatial analysis, have also been used in crash 
analysis utilizing socioeconomic factors. Brown [10] considered the residential locations 
of at-risk drivers (drivers reported as contributing to fatal crashes) and the demographic 
characteristics associated with those residential locations at the Census Block Group 
level.  Socioeconomic variables for higher risk block groups (more than eight at-risk 
drivers per 1,000 driving population) were compared to those of lower risk groups to 
determine trends. This study used a cluster analysis, creating hot spots of high or low risk 
areas that can be targeted for specific safety programs. Of note here is the fact that this 
study examined demographic characteristics tied to the driver’s home location instead of 
the commonly used method of socioeconomic characteristics tied to the crash location. 
Kocatepe et al. [19] used hotspots to investigate the exposure of different age groups to 
severe injury crashes in the Tampa Bay region. The severity-weighted crash hotspots 
were identified using the Getis-Ord Gi method, weighted by the number of severely 
injured occupants involved in each crash. The study examined the proximity of residents 
in different age groups (17 and younger, 18 to 21, 22 to 64 and 65 and older) to severity-
weighted crash hotspots. The results revealed that age, ethnicity, education, poverty 
level, and vehicle ownership have an effect on crash injury exposure.  
A less defined but seemingly widely used method for this type of research 
simply involves separating crash or socioeconomic data into groups and comparing them 
with descriptive statistics. Abdalla et al. [59] studied the effect of driver social 
circumstances on crash occurrence and casualty by linking crash records and census data 
in the Lothian Region, Scotland. The research showed a correlation between fatal crashes 
and a driver’s distance from home. Socioeconomic variables were bundled into a 
Deprivation Index, and postal codes were separated into the most affluent and most 
deprived in order to compare traffic casualties normalized by population. Similarly, Blatt 
et al. [24] considered fatal crashes occurring in rural areas, with a focus on the residential 
location of the driver.  Five years of crash data from FARS was linked with driver home 
zip code and other factors, including driver age, gender, and blood alcohol concentration.  
Five levels of population density were identified for classifying each driver’s residence 
location, including rural, small town, second city, suburban, and urban; other driver 
characteristics were divided into social clusters (age groups, for example).  Using 
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geodemographic analysis, the percentage of drivers in fatal crashes in each social cluster 
was compared to the base population of that social cluster. In additional research 
involving traffic fatalities, Maciag [21] investigated the differences in demographics of 
census tracts in association with pedestrian fatalities in that tract. Census tracts were 
broken into categories by income and poverty to allow for a direct comparison of 
pedestrian fatalities.  
2.4 Crash Exposure 
Driving exposure or crash exposure are terms commonly used in highway 
safety. In general, one can assume that the amount of distance or time a person spends in 
travel increases their likelihood of being in a traffic-related crash: this defines crash 
exposure [60]. It is a measure of probability for a crash occurrence, and it is the 
denominator in the formula to calculate the crash rate. There are many definitions of 
exposure; however, there is no accurate measure to estimate it. Crash rate is defined as 
the number of crash involvement of a certain group to its corresponding exposure value. 
Historically, a variety of direct and indirect crash exposure metrics were used in traffic 
safety research. Typically, vehicle miles traveled, number of licensed drivers, registered 
vehicles, and other similar exogenous factors have been used to define exposure. Figure 
2.2 shows a variety of crash exposure measurements used in traffic safety research [61]. 
Figure 2.2. Crash Exposure Measurements 
 
Carroll’s effort in 1972, defined several driving exposure metrics used in 
highway safety analyses [62]. In 1953, Dunlap et al. [63] defined exposure as a measure 
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of the frequency of situation which may or may not involve an accident. According to 
Thorpe [64], crash exposure of a particular vehicle-driver group is total vehicle miles, 
and it is assumed to be proportional to twice the difference between the number of two-
unit crashes for a group and the number of single-unit crashes for the group. Klein and 
Waller [65] derived exposure as the “population at risk (in terms of passenger or vehicle 
miles),” used as the denominator in calculating crash rate.  
Exposure is an important metric in traffic safety studies; however, there is 
no universal agreement in the type of metric to be used. Adanu et al. [12] used the 
amount of travel (vehicle kilometers traveled) as an exposure measure in their attempt to 
evaluate the severity of crash at the regional level. In 2006, Aguero-Valverde and 
Jovanis [16] included the number of miles of different functional classes in their NB 
regression models to estimate the effect of different levels of transportation infrastructure 
supply in the expected crash rate. Chen [35] used average driving hours per week as 
driving exposure to examine the independent effect of socioeconomic status on crash 
risks. 
In these conventional metrics, the exposure proportion of the driving 
population may vary depending on other factors such as time of day, driver gender or 
age, road type, and so one. The reliability and applicability of these exposure metrics 
were questioned when examining safety issues that pertain to more specific groups of 
drivers or conditions (for example, time of crash, driver age, or gender). The denominator 
in the ratio of crash occurrence for such subgroups and conditions cannot be obtained 
from these conventional metrics, such as VMT, and these measures would not allow for 
studying these specific applications. The limitation of the conventional measures of 
exposure introduced the need for indirect exposure metrics, typically called ‘induced 
exposure.’   
Carr [66] suggested, instead of exposure, a relative risk function that can 
characterize the vehicle-driver combinations in all environmental conditions. He 
introduced the idea of being able to identify the at-fault driver in a multi-vehicle crash 
based on the police reports. The quasi-induced exposure method, developed by Carr, 
assumes that the not-at-fault drivers in two-vehicle crashes reflect the distribution of 
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drivers exposed to the risk of crash involvement. Therefore it is considered to be a 
representative sample of the driver population [67]. Jiang et al. [61] recently examined 
the applications and methodological development of the quasi-induced exposure 
technique. They identified several traffic safety researches that implemented the 
technique to measure the crash risk of different driver groups or crash types. The main 
reason for the wide acceptance of this technique is its ability to derive the exposure from 
the crash data directly.  
2.5 Summary 
Several researchers have investigated the effect of socioeconomic factors 
of driver residence on crash occurrence. The most prominent socioeconomic factors that 
seem to be relevant to crash occurrence are income, education level, poverty percentage, 
employment, driver’s age, and the rurality of an area. However, there has been no 
research on how these variables affect a driver’s propensity to cause a future crash. Also, 
most of the studies examining the effect of the socioeconomic status of the driver’s 
residence zip code focused on specific crash types (for example: DUI, fatal). Yet it is 
important to investigate all crash type as the occurrence of any crash regardless of its 
severity affects the economy. This study investigates a driver’s propensity to cause a 
crash based on the socioeconomic conditions of where they reside and identify at-risk 
driver groups or regions that could be targeted for safety programs.  
Past research has shown a relationship between crash involvement and 
age. Most of the previous literature shows a positive association between young (under 
25) and older (over 65) drivers and crashes or fatalities. Several studies on older drivers 
identified their increased crash involvement and demonstrated the risk factors they create 
for themselves and others. Studies have also noted that young and old drivers have a 
positive relationship with crash involvement, indicating their higher propensity to be the 
at-fault driver in a crash. The current study will further examine these trends to 
determine whether they hold for the Kentucky drivers.  
Education and income are typically negatively correlated with crash 
response; poverty is positively correlated, while employment varies across studies. 
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Young drivers, and areas with a high proportion of young drivers, tend to have a higher 
proportion of crashes and fatalities, and in general, a larger number of crashes in rural 
areas are fatal.  
In addition to age, gender, and marital status (separated or widowed) of 
the driver are also identified as good predictors of crash occurrence. For the state of 
Kentucky, 55 percent of the drivers who were involved in collisions during 2016 (where 
the gender was listed) were male [7]. In fatal collisions, 74 percent of the drivers were 
male. Similar trends were observed over the years, and there might be crucial 
relationships between gender and crash occurrence (or crash severity) as it would be 
influenced by socioeconomic factors of Kentucky.  In Alabama, Zephaniah et al. [15] 
showed that DUI crashes are related to male employment and female educational 
attainment. The percent of drivers divorced and separated were considered in the 
preliminary analysis; however, it was not included in the final model due to 
multicollinearity. The current study will investigate these interactions to determine 
whether they influence crashes.  
Apart from socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of the driver’s 
residence, previous crash records and citations are good predictors of crash occurrence. 
Even though few researcher efforts attempted to include crash history/citation in their 
analysis, its relationship with crash occurrence adjusting to socioeconomic factors of the 
driver has not been examined. Das et al. [58] investigated crash prone drivers (with 
multiple crash records) to define their likelihood of being at-fault in the future while 
Chandraratna [25] tried to predict the likelihood of a driver’s involvement in a crash 
occurrence based on previous crash involvement. The former did not consider the drivers 
with single crash involvement, leaving room for future research. The latter used previous 
crash involvement as the dependent variable for predicting the likelihood of a driver with 
previous crash involvement to be involved in a future crash. However, in this case, a 
driver with one previous crash is considered as risky as the driver with five (for instance) 
previous crashes.  The current study takes into account the citation information of drivers 




Exposure is an important factor that allows for the evaluation of various 
contributing factors. Previous studies investigating the effect of socioeconomic 
characteristics on crash occurrence utilized conventional (or direct) metrics to define the 
crash exposure of drivers. However, most of the conventional metrics, such as VMT or 
number of drivers, do not allow for the examination of the age, gender, crash location, 
and other such variables. So, conventional metrics are not suitable when the analysis 
pertains to certain conditions or driver groups. This study utilizes an indirect crash 
exposure technique, quasi-induced exposure method, that circumvents this issue. 
To investigate the role of these factors on crash occurrence, many 
different methods have been used. While all of the considered methods are valid, there is 
still a wide range of analysis practices for relating socioeconomic characteristics with 
crash data. Many forms of regression techniques have been applied, as well as spatial 
statistics, clustering, and comparative grouping. The main objective of the current 
research is to identify factors that could potentially predict the fault status of a driver 
utilizing the socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of their residence zip code.  
In other words, the response variable is the at-fault and not-at-fault status of the driver, 
which is categorical. In this case, logistic regression is the most appropriate and widely 
used method due to the categorical nature of the dependent variable. This modeling 
technique is beneficial when the effects of more than one explanatory variable are 
examined. The binary logistic regression technique is used to estimate the probability of 
the fault status of the driver based on multiple independent variables.   
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CHAPTER 3. METHODOLOGY 
This chapter describes the techniques, and the sequence of steps followed 
to achieve the objective of this research. The final output of this research attempt is a 
crash prediction model that can be utilized for predicting the fault status of a driver in 
association with the socioeconomic and demographic factors of the drivers’ resident zip 
code. The findings of this work can be used to identify groups of drivers or zip codes 
with high crash involvement risk factors. The methodology and statistical modeling 
techniques used for the study are discussed in this chapter.  
Several socioeconomic factors associated with the at-fault driver 
residence have an impact on traffic collisions. The analysis also considers other 
associated factors identified in the literature. These factors include crash-related factors, 
driver characteristics and socioeconomic, and demographic features of the driver 
residence zip code. Through a series of statistical analysis, the best subset of independent 
variables are chosen for the regression modeling. The final model would allow decision-
makers to identify driver groups that need attention. This chapter details the data and 
methodology used for the analysis.  
3.1 Contributing Factors 
The literature review identified several prominent factors that are relevant 
to and could explain the crash occurrence. This section summarizes how this study uses 
the information on socioeconomic factors gathered from the literature review.  
The most predominant and widely used are income, education level, 
poverty percentage, employment level, driver’s age, and the rurality of an area. 
Preliminary analysis showed a typical correlation of these variables with crash 
occurrence; however, the analysis considered the crash data only with at-fault drivers 
[68]. These variables are also evaluated in this study to address crash exposure more 
systematically and investigate how crash exposure could affect the association between 
these variables and crash occurrence.  
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Driver age is a good predictor in defining the driver’s at-fault status. Prior 
research has shown that both young (under 25) and old (over 65) drivers have a higher 
propensity to be involved in a crash as the at-fault driver than the not-at-fault driver.  
This study also investigates these age groups under the light of the socioeconomic factors 
through the grouping of drivers into age groups.  
In addition to age, the literature review identified gender and marital 
status (separated or widowed) of the driver as good predictors of crash occurrence. 
Cambron et al.  [68] considered the percent of drivers divorced and separated in their 
preliminary analysis; however, this was not included in the final model due to 
multicollinearity. Multicollinearity is a statistical phenomenon in which multiple factors 
are related to each other. It can cause unstable estimates and inaccurate variances, which 
affects confidence intervals and hypothesis tests. The data used here tests the possibility 
of multicollinearity by examining the correlation matrix formed between the predictor 
variables. However, examining the correlation matrix may be helpful but sufficient to 
detect multicollinearity. Cambron et al. estimated Variance Inflated Factor (VIF), a 
measure of multicollinearity, which assesses how the variance of an estimated regression 
coefficient increases if your predictors are correlated. But VIF is limited to ordinary least 
square regression analysis, and therefore it cannot be used in binary logistic regression. 
Therefore, the current study uses a tool called Feasible Solution Algorithm (FSA) to 
detect the possible interactions between the predictor variables. The present study 
investigates these interactions to determine whether they influence crashes, since the 
proposed approach considers crash exposure as well.  
Previous research showed a well-defined relationship between the level of 
education and crashes. The percentage of people with different education levels and their 
relationship linked with gender are also significant descriptors of crash propensity [15]. 
Further, the race of the driver is also identified as a factor associated with crash 
occurrence [12]. However, the research on the association of races with crashes is sparse. 
The current study also evaluates the influence of race on crash occurrence. 
The negative correlation between income and poverty level with crashes 
has been previously established. These variables have an underlying relationship with 
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rurality, education as well as employment. It is more likely that people with a better 
education would have better employment and higher income. These people tend to live 
in urban areas with better housing facilities. Therefore, it is expected that the housing 
characteristics of zip codes would also be a significant predictor of crash involvement.  
The association of crash occurrence with previous crash records and 
citations is widely established. This information would be utilized as a predictive 
variable. This analysis is deemed appropriate, since the current study evaluates prior 
driver history while considering the socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of 
the drivers’ residence. 
3.2 Variable Selection Methods 
Variable selection is critical when the number of independent variables 
considered is very large. Many socioeconomic variables need to be tested against the 
driver at-fault status. Logistic regression is the most appropriate method that can be used 
to analyze the relationship between binary and continuous variables. It is tedious and 
time consuming to test all the possible combinations of variables to develop the best 
model with the most appropriate variables. Therefore, the application of the logistic 
regression technique is limited to those variables chosen after a set of selection process. 
The methods used in the variable selection process are described in the following. 
As a first step towards variable selection and to better understand how 
socioeconomic variables could relate to driver’s at-fault status, two statistical analyses 
were conducted: Correlation Test and Recursive Partitioning Analysis. These two steps 
will identify the most appropriate variables to be considered and develop the base model. 
To determine whether any other variables not automatically selected through the 
Recursive Partitioning Analysis could enhance the base model, a selection process is 
conducted next where these additional variables are added and removed back and forth in 
the logistic regression base model. This would allow for the identification of the most 
appropriate candidates for final inclusion in the model. Lastly, possible interactions are 
tested to develop a statistically stronger and mathematically stable model. Figure 3.1 
shows the flow chart of the steps followed.  
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Figure 3.1. Flow Chart of Variable Selection Process 
 
3.2.1 Point-Biserial Correlation Test 
A Correlation Test is a method to investigate the relationship between two 
or more variables. It gives a more accurate and sensitive conclusion on whether two 
variables are related. The test results tell two things: 1) the statistically significant 
correlation between the variables and 2) a quantified association or goodness of fit 
between the two variables. The normal Pearson Correlation test measures the linear 
relationship between the variables, which is not appropriate for categorical variables. 
Point-Biserial Correlation Coefficient is the statistical test used in these cases where the 
strength of the association between a continuous variable and a binary variable needs to 
be evaluated [69]. It is a special case of the Pearson’s product-moment correlation 
coefficient (or Pearson correlation coefficient), which is applied when the correlation test 
is conducted for a binary variable. It assumes the continuous variable to be normally 
distributed and homoscedastic. It measures the strength of the association of two 
variables in a single measure, called correlation coefficient (r), which ranges from -1 to 
+1. A result with a coefficient value equal to -1 indicates a perfect negative association, a 
value of +1 indicates a perfect positive association, and a value of 0 indicates no 
association at all. A value greater than 0 indicates a positive association, i.e., as the value 
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of one variable increases, the value of the other variable also increases. A value less than 
0 indicates a negative association, i.e., as the value of one variable increases, the value of 
the other variable decreases. Figure 3.2 shows an example of the interpretation of the 
correlation coefficients (indicated as r) [70]. This test also calculates a p-value, which 
represents the significance of the association between the two variables. This p-value is 
typically similar to a t-test output. 
Figure 3.2. Correlation Example  
 
Point-Biserial Test is used to measure the association between two 
variables. Even though it is one of the easiest ways to test correlation, it has certain 
downsides. It makes strong assumptions about the data regarding its normality and 
homoscedasticity. Correlation tests are also dependent on the mean of the variables, and 
they are more useful in capturing linear relationships. The mean of the binary categorical 
variable is always 0.5, and therefore it is not very good at explaining the strength of 
correlation; however, it could still explain the association of variables. This study uses a 
correlation test to get a preliminary insight into the variables that are associated with the 
dependent variable (i.e., fault status) and not to assess the degree of association.  
 
3.2.2 Recursive Partitioning Analysis 
Recursive partitioning analysis is a statistical algorithm used for 
predictive modeling in statistics and machine learning [71]. This analysis produces a 
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Classification and Regression Tree (CART) model, and it is a useful nonparametric 
technique that can be used to define a dependent variable (continuous or categorical) 
based on multiple independent variables. The independent variables of consideration can 
also be categorical or continuous. This technique provides a quick insight into massive 
datasets.  
The CART algorithm attempts to correctly classify the data along a 
decision tree by splitting it into subgroups based on the variables at hand. This method 
examines all the variables in the dataset to find those that give the best homogeneous 
group when splitting the data. It is an iterative process that builds a decision tree by 
sorting the independent variables down the tree based on how accurately they predict the 
target variables. The process continues until no more useful splits can be found. This 
technique also allows to use the same variables more than once in different parts of the 
tree. This characteristic can uncover complex interdependencies between sets of 
variables.  
CART is a widely practiced method in variable selection [72]. The goal of 
using a CART model in the current study is not for predicting the response variable but 
to select predictors that are strongly related to the response variable. The initial idea for 
performing variable selection using the classification tree is to retain only the variables 
that appear in the binary splits defining the dependent variable. CART model quantifies 
the contribution of each variable in the model by assigning a score between 0 and 100 
[73]. The variables that end up in the model are those whose rating is higher than an 
arbitrary threshold. The classification is completed when the subgroups at a node have 
all the same values of the predictor variable or when splitting no longer adds value to the 
predictions [74]. Using this approach, the variables that appear in the binary splits 
defining the tree are noted, and this information is used for final variable selection and 
logistic regression modeling of the drivers’ at-fault probability. Hence, it helps in 
understanding the importance of the variables that should be considered in the modeling. 
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Figure 3.3 shows an example of a simple classification tree [75]. This 
model defines whether a person likes computer games based on a set of independent 
variables – age, gender, occupation, etc. At the initial node, the model splits age at 15 
years of age grouping the data into two – one with people aged under 15 and one with 
people aged above 15. Here the variable “age” is considered as a significant predictor 
that defines the dependent variable. On the next split, the subgroup with people aged less 
than 15 years is split into two based on gender. At the same time, the other group with 
people over 15 years did not indicate the impact of any other variable at the second split. 
Assuming that the classification is completed at the second step in this example, it could 
be noted that occupation and other variables considered did not show up in the tree. 
Hence, the CART model concluded that age and gender are the most important factors 
influencing whether a person likes computer games while occupation or other variables 
do not seem to add any value to the predictions.  
Figure 3.3. CART Example 
 
Although CART is a widely recognized non-parametric technique in 
analysis, this idea has few drawbacks as well. The classification tree can become 
complex after a couple of layers, and interpreting the results in this situation may not be 
intuitive. Another disadvantage is that some very influential variables may not appear in 
the model due to the effect of the selected ones. To overcome these issues, other 
variables that are identified as significant from the correlation tests (explained in section 




3.2.3 Additional Variable Selection 
A manual variable selection approach was undertaken then to determine 
whether any other variables identified in the correlation tests could improve the base 
model. In this process, variables are added and removed back and forth to find the best 
candidates for predicting the response variable [76]. This technique is used here not as a 
modeling technique but as a variable selection process. Using binary logistic regression, 
all candidate socioeconomic and demographic variables are examined to evaluate 
whether their p-value has been reduced below the specified level of statistical 
significance. Nonsignificant variables are removed from the model. Following this 
process, the best subset of variables that define the response variable is selected. Despite 
these advantages, stepwise regression has many drawbacks as well. It is a bad idea to just 
select variables in the final model based only on their p-value. The removal of less 
significant predictors tends to increase the significance of the remaining predictors in the 
model. Also, in the process of adding or removing variables one at a time, it is possible 
to miss the optimal model. Therefore, this study uses the findings from the correlation 
test and the CART model to make the right choices regarding the variables to be used. 
In this variable-selection method, the variables with the most significant 
correlation coefficient that end up in the CART model are added to the model. One by 
one, the strongest variables identified from the variable-selection methods are added, and 
the model is refitted to estimate the new model parameters. The variation in p-vale and 
the parameter estimates are noted after the addition of every variable. At each step after 
adding a variable, variables that are not significant at that level are eliminated. This 
process is continued until every remaining variable is significant.  
Following these steps, several enhanced models are developed with the 
strongest variables. These enhanced models are then evaluated using different evaluation 
criteria (discussed in section 3.4.3) to develop the best possible model predicting the 
driver’s at-fault probability.  
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3.2.4 Interaction Identification 
Interactions offer a better understanding of the relationship among the 
predictors in a model. Inclusion of interaction terms, in addition to the main effects, is 
preferred for better mathematical stability of the model [77]. An interaction occurs if the 
assocition between a predictor variable and a response variable depends on the value of 
another predictor variable. An interaction term is generally represented as a 
multiplicative effect added into the model over and above their main effects and other 
predictor variables. As noted above, there are several potential interactions among the 
socioeconomic variables that might have an impact on crash occurrence. It is tedious and 
time-consuming to test all the combinations of variables that can potentially form an 
interaction. For this reason, many previous analyses do not attempt to explore 
interactions. In some cases, interaction terms are identified based on prior knowledge, 
and they are screened one by one. This research attempts to determine an optimal model 
containing interactions using an algorithm developed by the Department of Statistics at 
the University of Kentucky. A tool called ‘Shiny’ uses a Feasible Solution Algorithm 
(FSA) for finding interactions. The algorithm allows for fixed, specified explanatory 
variables in the model and the addition of a feasibly best interaction [78]. It allows one to 
formulate new or to improve upon existing models. Several criterion functions (such as 
R2 and adjusted R2, interaction p-values, Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC) and the 
Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC)) are evaluated to examine the quality of the model. 
FSA allows higher-order interactions; however, this study is limited to two-way 
interactions.  
Based on the results from variable selection methods, several 
combinations of explanatory variables are tested in the Shiny application to find the best 
solution and develop the advanced model.  
3.3 Quasi-Induced Exposure Technique 
Crash exposure in traffic safety analysis introduces a measure of the 
relative degree of risk on roads in a quantitative manner. It is important to consider an 
appropriate exposure term when attempting to identify factors contributing to crash rates 
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or crash occurrence. Crash databases do not contain information on driver exposure. 
Typically, vehicle miles traveled, number of licensed drivers, registered vehicles, and 
other similar exogenous factors have been used to define exposure. In these conventional 
metrics, the exposure proportion of the driving population may vary depending on other 
factors such as time of day, driver gender or age, road type, and so on. This has raised 
questions on the reliability and applicability of these exposure metrics when examining 
safety issues as they pertain to more specific groups of drivers or conditions, since the 
denominator in the ratio of crash occurrence for such subgroups and conditions cannot be 
obtained. As the literature review identified, the quasi-induced exposure technique 
developed by Carr [79] overcomes this problem through the use of a surrogate measure 
of exposure that derives exposure estimates from not-at-fault drivers in two-vehicle 
crashes. The approach makes two assumptions: 1) there is an at-fault and a not-at-fault 
driver in a two-vehicle crash, and 2) the not-at-fault drivers are randomly selected among 
the drivers/vehicles on the road at the time of the crash occurrence. With the second 
assumption, the theory assumes the not-at-fault drivers to be a representative sample of 
the total population in question. The crash rate measure of exposure is developed in 
terms of the relative accident involvement ratio (RAIR), which is the ratio of the 
percentage of at-fault drivers to the percentage of not-at-fault drivers from the same 
subgroup as defined in Equation 1:   
RAIR = 
proportion of at−fault drivers
proportion of not−at−fault drivers
  (1)   
Chandraratna and Stamatiadis [80] examined the validity of this 
assumption using two samples of not-at-fault driver data: one with not-at-fault drivers 
selected from the first two vehicles in a multi-vehicle crash and a second that included 
the not-at-fault drivers (excluding the first two drivers) from multi-vehicle crashes with 
more than two vehicles involved. They concluded that the two samples are statistically 
the same, and thus, they stated that “estimating relative crash propensities for any given 
driver type by using the quasi-induced exposure approach will yield reasonable estimates 
of exposure.”  
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3.4 Statistical Modeling 
Logistic regression is a classification algorithm that is generally used to 
model the probability of a certain group. As discussed previously in the literature review, 
logistic regression is the most appropriate and widely used method when the dependent 
variable is categorical in nature. This modeling technique is beneficial when the effects 
of more than one explanatory variable determine an outcome [58]. The independent 
variables can be discrete and/or continuous. In linear regression, the expected values of 
the response variable are modeled based on a combination of predictor values while 
logistic regression is a linear model for binary classification predictive modeling. The 
model coefficients in logistic regression are estimated by a probabilistic framework 
called maximum likelihood estimation.   
Mathematically, a logistic regression estimates a multiple linear 
regression function defined as:  
y = a + 𝑏1𝑋1+𝑏2𝑋2+ …+𝑏𝑛𝑋𝑛     (2)  
where y is the dependent variable, X’s are the explanatory variables, a is 
the intercept and b’s are the coefficients of the explanatory variables. In this case, the 
left-hand side of the equation could result in negative values or values greater than 1, 
while y (the dependent variable) is categorical in nature (i.e., y should be 0 or 1). This 
problem is solved by transforming y so that the regression process can be used. The logit 
transform of the response variable is called log-odds or logit. 
Mathematically,  
log odds or logit (P) = a + 𝑏1𝑋1+𝑏2𝑋2+ …+𝑏𝑛𝑋𝑛          (3) 
 ∀ log odds or logit (P) = ln (
𝑝
1−𝑝
)              (4) 
                           = ln (
probability of presence of characterestics  
probability of absence of characteristics
)  
Here, p is the probability of an event to occur. In the context of the current 
study, p is the probability of a driver to be at-fault when involved in a crash. The logit 
transform of the response variable is called log-odds or logit. Therefore, the logistic 
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regression would define the log-odds for the response variable as a linear combination of 
explanatory variables.  




) = a + 𝑏1𝑋1+𝑏2𝑋2+ …+𝑏𝑛𝑋𝑛             (5) 
Here, the ratio between the probability of at-fault drivers to the 
probability of not-at-fault drivers is called the odds ratio. It is equivalent to the relative 
accident involvement ratio (RAIR), which is a driver exposure measure in the quasi-
induced exposure technique. 
After taking anti-logarithm of equation 5 and replacing the regression 
equation by 𝑓(𝑋), the equation for the probability of the characteristics of interest is 




                    (6) 
On further mathematical manipulation, equation 6 takes its final form, 
𝑝 =  
1
1+ 𝑒− 𝑓(𝑋)
                 (7) 
∀   𝑓(𝑋) = a +  𝑏1𝑋1 + 𝑏2𝑋2 +  … + 𝑏𝑛𝑋𝑛 
Where 𝑓(𝑋) is the regression model, Xi are the explanatory variables, a is 
the intercept and bi are the coefficients estimated using the maximum likelihood method. 
Logistic regression results can be displayed as odds ratios or as 
probabilities. Odds ratio quantifies the strength of association between two events. In 
simpler words, it is the ratio between the odds describing two events.  
 
3.4.1 Assumptions 
The data must meet different assumptions of logistic regression to 
produce valid results. [81]. In practice, the data may fail certain assumptions, however, 
there are solutions to overcome this. If a violation of the assumption is not correctable, 
binomial logistic regression is not recommended for the dataset. Various tests are 
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conducted to ensure that the data properties satisfy the assumptions of logistic regression. 
The major assumptions of logistic regression and test results are described below.  
Assumption 1 -The dependent variable should be measured in a 
dichotomous scale, i.e., binary.  
Examples of dichotomous variables include gender (with two groups: 
males and females), presence of heart disease (with two groups: yes and no), and so 
forth. Here, the dependent variable is ‘Fault status’ of a driver involved in a crash, which 
has two possible groups: at-fault and not-at-fault. The variable is coded using 0s and 1s 
to represent the at-fault and not-at-fault driver groups, respectively.  
Assumption 2 - There are one or more independent variables which are 
either continuous (i.e., an interval or ratio variable) or categorical (i.e., an ordinal or 
nominal variable).  
The crash data used for this project has a combination of continuous and 
categorical variables, which are the potential independent variables in the regression 
model.  
Assumption 3 - The data should have independence of observations, and 
the dependent variable should have mutually exclusive and exhaustive categories.  
Crashes are independent of each other, and the occurrence of one does not 
affect the probability of occurrence of the other. An event that is both collectively 
exhaustive and mutually exclusive can take one only value at a given time. In this study, 
the dependent variable is the fault status of a driver; hence a driver involved in a crash 
must be either at-fault or not-at-fault.  
Assumption 4 – The dataset used for logistic regression typically requires 
a large sample size.  
Also, logistic regression assumes linearity of independent variables and 
log odds. Although this analysis does not require the dependent and independent 
variables to be related linearly, it requires that the independent variables are linearly 
related to the log odds. The crash data used for this research forms a large dataset that is 
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adequate for logistic regression. Also, the potential socioeconomic independent variables 
were tested for linearity to the log odds, satisfying this assumption. 
Hence, all four assumptions are tested and satisfied. Therefore, logistic 
regression is recommended for the dataset used here. 
 
3.4.2 Relative Accident Involvement Ratio 
The binary logistic regression technique is used in this research to develop 
a regression model to predict the fault status of the driver based on different 
socioeconomic and demographic variables. Equation 7 allows for the estimation of the 
likelihood of a driver belonging to a particular zip code (with specific socioeconomic and 
demographic factors) to be the at-fault driver in a crash.  Here, p is the probability of a 
driver to be at-fault in a crash, while considering as exposure, drivers with the same 
characteristics not-at-fault in a crash. Equation 7 is analogous to the relative accident 
involvement ratio (RAIR) used in the quasi-induced exposure methodology and is the 
measure of crash propensity (as discussed in the previous section).  
When the probability of a driver at-fault is p, the RAIR of a driver group 
can be calculated using equation  
RAIR (at-fault) = 
𝑝
1− 𝑝
            (8) 
The following example demonstrates the use and interpretation of RAIR. 
Stamatiadis and Puccini [20] indicated that in the southeastern states, males drivers cause 
78 percent of the single-vehicle fatal crashes and 70 percent of multivehicle crashes. This 
indirectly means that the female drivers are responsible for the remaining fatal crashes. 
Considering the exposure data, males represent 73 percent of the driving population 
involved in multivehicle crashes. So, the RAIR of men to cause a single-vehicle fatal 
crash is 78/73 = 1.06, while for females, the ratio is (100-78)/(100-73) = 0.81. 
Similarly, the risk ratio for male and female drivers for multivehicle 
crashes can also be calculated. When they analyzed the involvement ratios by gender, 
they concluded that even though males are more likely to cause single-vehicle crashes, 
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females are more likely to cause multivehicle crashes (Figure 3.4). This may be 
explained by the different levels of risk that each gender is willing to take. 
 
Figure 3.4. RAIR for Driver Gender 
 
The quasi-induced exposure approach is used here to define the exposure 
of the driver by assuming that the not-at-fault drivers represent the general population. In 
this study, the response variable is categorical, i.e., at-fault and not-at-fault driving status 
of the driver, and logistic regression is the most appropriate method to analyze this 
binary dependent variable.  
Based on the probabilities developed using the logistic regression, target 
groups, and target areas with high crash propensity could be identified for more detailed 
examination. This would allow policy-makers to focus their efforts to improve safety 




3.4.3 Evaluation Criteria 
Several models are developed for Kentucky based on qualitative and 
quantitative selection of variables. These models have undergone several model 
evaluations to produce the best possible model. The model evaluation criteria are 
explained below.  
 
3.4.3.1 Goodness of Fit 
Logistic regression utilizes the maximum likelihood technique to estimate 
the parameters of the model by maximizing the likelihood function. The likelihood 
function is the product of probability density functions evaluated for the data points [82]. 
For convenience, the maximizing of the likelihood function is reformulated to a 
minimizing problem, where the negative log-likelihood is minimized. Therefore, the 
smaller the value of negative log-likelihood or twice the negative log-likelihood (i.e., -
2LogLikelihood), the better the model fits. They are also estimators of the relative 
quality of statistical models for a given set of data and criteria for model selection among 
a finite set of models. The models with the least likelihood function are preferred. 
The corrected AIC and BIC are information-based criteria that assess the 
model fit. They are functions of -2LogLikelihood. AIC is an estimate of a constant plus 
the relative distance between the unknown true likelihood function of the data and the 
fitted likelihood function of the model, while BIC is an estimate of a function of the 
posterior probability of a model being true [83]. Lower values of AIC and BIC in model 
comparisons indicate a better model. 
One of the main drawbacks of these criteria is the possibility of an 
increase in likelihood with the addition of more parameters, which may result in 
overfitting. Although these criteria choose the best model from a set of models, it does 
not quantify the absolute quality of the model. So, it is important to run other tests to 
figure out the model’s ability to represent the relationship between the variables and the 
outcome of interest. 
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3.4.3.2 Receiver Operating Characteristic Curve 
Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve is a graphical plot that 
illustrates the performance measurements of a model. It is a probability curve plotted 
between true positive rate (or sensitivity) and false positive rate (or 1-specificity) that 
represents the model’s capability of distinguishing between the two classes (i.e., at-fault 
status of the driver). Confusion matrix (also called an error matrix) measures the type of 
error the model is making while classifying the observation into different classes. In 
logistic regression, it gives the count of true positive, false positive, false negative, and 
true negative predictions. These classifications are made based on a cut off value or a 
threshold value, which is generally circled around 0.5.  
The area under the curve (AUC) represents the degree or measure of 
separability between the two classes. An excellent model has AUC near to 1, which 
means it has a good measure of separability. A poor model has AUC closer to 0, which 
means it is reciprocating the result, i.e., it is predicting 0s as 1s and 1s as 0s. 
 
3.4.3.3 Training and Validation Method 
In this method, the dataset is randomly divided into two parts – a training 
set and a validation set. The model is developed using the training set and the fitted 
models are used to predict the responses for the validation set. The percentage correctly 
predicted is calculated to evaluate the model’s capability to represent the data. In general, 
the training set is larger than the validation set to ensure that the training set is a good 
representation of the overall dataset. Here, an 80:20 percent split is used to split the 
dataset into training and validation sets.  
Using the model developed, the probability of being at-fault is calculated 
for the validation dataset. If the probability is 0.5 or more, it predicts the driver to be at-
fault, since fault is estimated as 1, while not-at-fault if the probability is less than 0.5. 
Here, the cut off to make this decision is 0.5, and this number can be changed as per 
choice. These predicted dependent values (or fault status) are then compared with the 
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actual values to estimate the percent correctly predicted. This estimate of how correctly 
the model classifies the driver’s fault status is a measure of accessing the quality of the 
model. The model with better predictive ability is the most appropriate one.  
Besides the wide acceptance in validating a model, this method has a 
disadvantage on applied to the logistic regression model. Classification tables are not an 
accurate estimate of fault status, and they are relative to the cut off value chosen to make 
the decision. For example: assume that a driver aged <20 was at-fault in a crash, and his 
observed probability (explained in 3.4.3.4) is 0.51. Let the model estimated the 
probability of that driver be 0.49. Here the probability residual is 0.02 (=0.51-0.49), 
which is close to zero. However, the model classifies the driver to be not-at-fault since 
the cut off is 0.5. In this case, the driver’s fault status is wrongly predicted, regardless of 
the small probability residual value. This problem is unavoidable in this method 
irrespective of the cut off value chosen. 
 
3.4.3.4 Probability Residual 
In regression analysis, residual plays an important role in validating a 
model. By definition, the residual is the difference between the observed value and the 
predicted value of the dependent variable. These residuals are an estimate of the model 
error, and they are used to validate the model. The smaller the residual, the better the 
model is. This study uses a logistic regression model to predict the probability of a driver 
being at-fault in a crash based on age, gender, and socioeconomic characteristics of the 
driver’s residence zip code.  Here,  
Residual = observed probability – predicted probability              (9) 
The first step is to calculate the observed probability from the raw data. 
The observed value here is the actual probability of a driver to be at fault. There are 
seven age groups and two gender groups formed. Hence there are 14 possible categories 
for age-gender combination. The probability of drivers in a particular age-gender group 
to be at-fault is estimated using the data for each zip code. For example, Table 3.1 shows 
the distribution of drivers in all seven groups in zip code 40004. In the <20 male group, 
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there are 169 drivers involved in crashes, and 119 of them were at fault. Therefore, the 
probability of the <20 male drivers in 40004 to be at fault = 119/169 = 0.704. Similarly, 
the likelihood for other age groups is also calculated. Next, the probability of each group 
is weighted by the at-fault driver in each of them to calculate the probability of being at-
fault for that zip code. Equation 10 shows the formula developed to calculate weighted 
probability. Based on the calculation, the weighted probability of a driver to be at-fault in 
zip code 40004 is 0.515. In other words, the chances of a driver from this zip code to 





𝑛=1      (10) 
where Fn is the number of at-fault drivers in category n and Pn is the 
probability of drivers in category n to be at-fault. 












1 <20 Male 119 169 0.70414 
0.51495 
2 <20 Female 97 165 0.58788 
3 20-24 Male 147 242 0.60744 
4 20-24 Female 120 213 0.56338 
5 25-39 Male 274 522 0.5249 
6 25-39 Female 276 575 0.48 
7 40-64 Male 264 672 0.39286 
8 40-64 Female 235 583 0.40309 
9 65-75 Male 64 126 0.50794 
10 65-75 Female 57 118 0.48305 
11 75-84 Male 31 58 0.53448 
12 75-84 Female 38 50 0.76 
13 >84 Male 11 14 0.78571 
14 >84 Female 12 12 1 
 
The next step is to calculate the predicted value. Using the model 
developed, the probability of a driver to be at-fault in a future crash is calculated for each 
age group in every zip code. Equation 6 given in section 3.4 is used to calculate the 
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probability. Then using the same procedure explained above, the weighted probability is 
calculated for each zip code.  
The residual or the probability residual is then calculated by taking the 
difference between observed and predicted values. This number is expected to be close to 
zero.  
There is no best method for evaluating a model. Hence a combination of 
the above-explained techniques is used to evaluate and choose the best model predicting 
the probability of a driver’s at-fault status.  
3.5 Model Development Approach 
Many socioeconomic variables need to be tested against the driver at-fault 
status. To simplify the tedious and time-consuming process of testing all the possible 
combinations of variables, two statistical analyses were conducted: Correlation Test and 
Recursive Partitioning Analysis. These processes help reduce the number of factors or 
predictors that need to be considered in the model, and their results are used as a starting 
point for the logistic regression model development. The correlation test is used to 
investigate the relationship between the dependent variable and the socioeconomic 
variables. This test calculates a p-value that represents the significance of the association 
between the variables. The variables that are statistically significant to the dependent 
variables are narrowed down for a starting point in variable selection.  
Since the dependent variable in this study is categorical, the Pearson 
coefficient may not be an appropriate measure explaining the relation between crash 
occurrence and the socioeconomic variables. Instead, the recursive partitioning analysis 
may be more appropriate here, which is another statistical technique used to gain a better 
understanding of the association between the potential predictor and dependent variables.  
It helps in developing a tree-like model that aids in variable selection when the 
dependent variable is categorical. This approach is used to obtain a set of variables that 
can be used in the logistic regression model for predicting the at-fault driver status. This 
method examines all the variables in the dataset to find the one that gives the best 
prediction by splitting the data into subgroups. This approach provides a relative 
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importance among the variables to be considered and indicates those variables to given 
priority for inclusion in the logistic regression modeling.  
The results from the two techniques are used for statistical modeling. In 
addition to the variables identified through these analyses, other variables are also 
considered and tested to finalize the model with the most appropriate set of predictors. 
For example, if the education variable ‘Percent below high school graduate’ is a 
descriptor of note in the recursive partitioning analysis, it is considered first in the 
modeling. However, the other education variables (such as ‘percent with high school 
graduate’ and ‘percent with bachelor’s degree), which are found significantly related to 
the dependent variables, based on the correlation test, are also tested. Each variable from 
the socioeconomic categories is tested to identify the best representation of that category 
in predicting at-fault driver crash involvement. Multiple variables from the same 
category are not used in the same model to avoid the complimentary effect. Several 
models are developed for single and two-unit crashes using this approach, and their 




CHAPTER 4. DATA COLLECTION AND MANAGEMENT 
This chapter discusses the process of collecting the data and preparing it 
to a useful form for the research. The main two databases used in this study are crash 
data and census data. The crash data is obtained from the Kentucky State Police (KSP), 
while the socioeconomic data is extracted from the U.S. Census Bureau. Several data 
processing procedures are carried out to prepare the data in a useful format, and Python 
is used for this purpose.  
4.1 Kentucky Crash Data 
For all reported traffic collisions in Kentucky, KSP gathers several 
information from the crash site which includes information on drivers and passengers in 
the involved vehicles (age, gender, resident zip code, driver license number, etc.), crash 
location (latitude and longitude of the crash location, road type, geometric characteristics 
of the road, whether it is an intersection or not, etc.), vehicle information (vehicle type, 
make and model, Vehicle Identification Number, seat-belt condition, etc.) and 
environmental conditions (time of day, light conditions, dry or wet, etc.). Each crash is 
assigned a unique Master File Number (MFN) or CRASHID, and all the drivers and 
passengers involved in one crash get the same MFN. For example, if two vehicles are 
involved in a crash with 4 people in it (two drivers and two passengers in each car), then 
all four of them are assigned the same MFN, which records that all of them were 
involved in the same crash. The crash report prepared by the investigative officer also 
reports the person type which defines whether the person involved is a driver, passenger, 
pedestrian, or bicyclist. They also record the position of each person in the vehicle, 
which confirms whether a person was a driver or co-passenger. The characteristics of the 
crash are also included indicating the number of vehicles involved in each crash, 
severity, crash type, and collision manner. The investigating police identifies and records 
the driver performance and human factors as well. These factors are considered as the 
identifiers of the driver fault.  
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4.1.1 Data Collection  
For the current study, four years of Kentucky crash data are used. The 
data is obtained from the Kentucky State Police Collision Data, which is an open-source 
database [84]. Crash data from 2013 through 2016 was obtained. The dataset included 
only drivers involved in the crash that occurred during the four years. There were 
932,535 drivers in the crash data who were involved in a single-unit and multiunit crash 
during the study period. The crash data are aggregated at the zip code level, which is 
used in this study to examine the characteristics of drivers involved in crashes. The crash 
data provide the 5-digit zip code of the driver residence. The variables listed in Table 4.1 




Table 4.1. List of Crash Record Variables 
Variable Type Variable 
Crash 
Master file number 
Year of collision 
Severity of crash (KABCO) 
Number of people injured 
Number of people killed 
Collision date & time 
Collision day week code 
Intersection crash indicator 
Number of units involved 
County code 
Crash location in lat\long 
Vehicle 
Unit number 




Total number of lanes 
Roadway character code 
Roadway surface code 
Roadway condition code 
Weather code 
Light condition code 
Land use code 
Function class code 
Person 
Person number 
Person type code 
Zip code of driver residence 
Age at collision time 
Gender 
Human factors detected 
 
This research primarily focuses on single and two-unit crashes, which 
confines the number of drivers involved to a maximum of two. About 77 percent of the 
crashes that occurred during the four years are two-unit crashes, 13.7 were single-unit 
crashes, and the remainder involve three or more vehicles. As discussed in section 3.3, 
the quasi-induced exposure technique used here utilizes the fault status of a driver to 
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predict crash occurrence. The fault status of a driver is decided based on the human 
factor code identified in the crash report. In this study, information on passengers and 
pedestrians is not considered, since driver fault status in a crash is key to the 
methodology.  
 
4.1.2 At-fault Driver 
Most of the previous studies focused on predicting driver’s likelihood to 
be involved in a future crash irrespective of their fault status in their past. The police 
officer responsible for reporting the crash determines the driver performance and human 
factors contributing to the crash occurrence. The human factors coded for each driver is 
used to determine their at-fault status. For each crash considered, the driver with a 
human factor code recoded by the police officer is considered to be the at-fault driver for 
the crash occurrence [80]. In the crash database, multiple human factors are recorded (if 
any) for drivers involved in crashes. For example, if there are three human factors 
recorded for a driver involved in a two-vehicle crash, there will be three entries for that 
particular crash. After various data processing in Python, the human factors recorded to 
the same driver are aligned to convert the multiple entries to a single entry. Age and 
gender of the driver are used as the factors to correlate the entries belonging to the same 
driver. The first human factor recorded is used to decide the at-fault status of the driver.  
For each MFN, the driver with the first human factor coded as ‘non-detected’ is 
considered to be the not-at-fault, while the driver with a human factor detected is 
considered to be the at-fault driver. The crashes in which a human factor code is recorded 
for both or neither drivers are eliminated from the analysis. This selection criterion 
avoids multiple at-fault drivers for the same crash in two-unit crashes [80]. In single-unit 
crashes, only drivers with a human factor coded are included in the dataset, and these 
drivers are coded as at-fault. As single-unit crashes have only one vehicle involved, there 
is no not-at-fault driver group involved in these crashes. Therefore, the not-at-fault driver 
group from the two-unit crashes were included in this dataset, to facilitate the quasi-
induced exposure technique. 
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4.1.3 Description on Crash Data  
The crash database used here has 725,935 drivers involved in two-unit 
crashes. At the same time, there are 128,422 single-unit crashes, while only 80,340 of 
them have a human factor recorded. However, there were illogical entries in the 
information for some drivers, and they were removed. After the data processing and 
management (explained in section 4.4), the final crash database had 241,750 two-unit 
crashes (with 2×241750= 483,500 drivers involved) and 74,641 single-unit crashes. 
In single-unit crashes, only drivers with a human factor recorded are 
included. It is assumed here that these drivers are at-fault. The not-at-fault group from 
the two-unit crashes are included in the quasi-induced exposure analysis of single-unit 
crashes to account for driver exposure. The sample size of the not-at-fault group of 
drivers in the two-unit crashes are almost 3.2 times larger than the at-fault group of 
single-unit crashes. To avoid sample size disparity of the not-at-fault group in the data, a 
random sample equivalent to 75,000 is drawn from the original not-at-fault group. This 
sample is used as the not-at-fault group of drivers in the single-unit crash data.  
The data are processed using the human factor process described here to 
develop the final dataset for single-unit and two-unit crashes. The final dataset includes 
drivers with ages between 15 and 90 years. To analyze the RAIR of drivers in different 
age groups, ages are categorized into seven groups - <20, 20-24, 25-39, 40-64, 65-74, 
75-84 and >85. Table 4.2 shows the distribution of age groups in the dataset prepared 




Table 4.2. Driver Age Distribution, 2013-2016 
Two-unit Crashes 
Fault Status 
Age Group   
<20 20-24 25-39 40-64 65-75 75-84 >84 Total 
At-fault 30,582 36,579 68,634 75,568 18,168 9,916 2,303 2,41,750 
Not-at-fault 14,801 24,985 72,739 1,03,180 18,885 6,240 920 2,41,750 
Single-unit Crashes 
Fault Status 
Age Group   
<20 20-24 25-39 40-64 65-75 75-84 >84 Total 
At-fault 11,792 13,219 22,754 21,433 3,453 1,640 350 74,641 
Not-at-fault 4,600 7,778 22,464 31,740 5,840 1,948 271 74,641 
 
4.2 Socioeconomic Data 
The U.S. Census Bureau serves as the leading provider of population and 
economy data. They are the best source of the socioeconomic and demographic data 
discussed previously in section 3.1. The American Census Survey (ACS) database has 
two sets of information, which are significant for this research:  People and Housing. The 
information under the People category includes general information on the population 
(such as total population, race, marital status, age, gender, education, income, 
employment, poverty status, etc.) while the Housing category includes the information 
on the households (such as value of house, number of housing units, household size, 
household type etc.), in a particular geographical area. The choice of variables is made 
based on the findings and suggestions of previous literature, and the initial analysis 
conducted as part of this effort. The Census Bureau has a download center, which is an 
open-source of data. The first step towards the data download is to select the year and the 
number of years of data estimate. This research uses a 2016 five-year estimate of the 
American Census Survey data. The next step allows to select the geography type, such as 
all counties in a state. This study uses the socioeconomic data at the zip code level, and 
therefore, the geography type chosen here is – all zip codes fully within/partially within 
the state of Kentucky. The next step allows to download different socioeconomic and 
demographic data that the U.S. Census Bureau has collected. Each table or file is 
identified by an ID and contains certain information about the population. For example, 
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Table S0101 gives information on Age and Sex of the population. This table contain the 
total population by gender and also the proportion of people in different age groups by 
gender. This data is aggregated at the zip code level, depending on the choice previously 
made.  Following a similar process, several tables or files are extracted from the ACS to 
collect all the information on the socioeconomic and demographic variables discussed in 
section 3.1 [85]. This data needs to be combined at the zip code level to make it in a 
useful format. The process followed for the data management is explained in section\. 
Table 4.3 lists the socioeconomic variables chosen for the analysis that 
are divided into six major categories - Race, Housing, Marital Status, Education, Income, 































4.2.1 Description on Census Data 
According to the 2016 U.S. Census Bureau population estimate, 85 





Percent American Indian 
Percent Asian 
Percent other races 
Housing 
Household units 
Household ownership total 
Owner occupied housing units 
Renter occupied housing units 
Median housing value 
Marital 
Status 




Percent never married 
Education 
Percent less than high school graduate 
Percent high school graduate 
Percent some college or associate degree 
Percent bachelor’s degree or higher 
Percent graduate or professional degree 
Income 
Median individual income 
Mean individual income 
Household mean income 
Household median income 
Other 
Employment population ratio 
Percentage rural 
Unemployment rate 




by 8.3 percent of Black Americans [86]. Adanu et al. [12] indicate race as a factor 
associated with the crash occurrence. However, the research on the association of races 
with crashes is sparse. This research attempts to test the relationship between race and 
crash occurrence. Therefore, the percent distribution of races (White, Black, Indian, 
Asian, and Others) are extracted from population estimates of the ACS. The other races 
include the sum of the proportion of the population belonging to races such as Native 
Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander alone, Two or More Races, and Hispanic or Latino. 
The information on all the races are included in this dataset for further investigation.  
Housing is another category of variables, and it is a well-established 
predictor of crash involvement. Housing density is most frequently considered as a 
surrogate for the level of rurality for a state. Noland and Quddus [31] and Hasselberg et 
al. [14] explained the relationship between housing and unsafe traffic conditions. Lower 
income people tend to live in rural areas where the cost of living and housing are 
cheaper. These places are less likely to have adequate infrastructure and safe traffic 
conditions. Therefore, the number of household units and median housing value are 
considered and are included in the analysis here as they are viewed as surrogate 
indicators of rurality. It is also noted that the areas with high rental housing percentages 
exhibited lower DUI crash rates [15]. It is important to examine the potential effect of 
different housing ownership levels on crash occurrence. Therefore, data on housing 
characteristics (rental/owned) are also included in this analysis.  
Marital status is expected to have a significant relationship with crash 
occurrence; however, their association has not been adequately established. Factor et al. 
[13] provide evidence that separated and widowed drivers are 50 percent more likely to 
be involved in a crash than married drivers. Stressful life events may inhibit safe 
decision-making, resulting in an increased risk of causing a crash. The information on 
the proportion of the population now married, previously married (widowed, separated, 
and divorced) and never married, are included in the dataset for further investigation. 
Several researchers investigated the correlation between the educational 
level of drivers and their involvement in crashes in order to discover patterns that can 
prevent or decrease crashes. It is noted that the non- or lowly-educated people accounted 
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for the highest mortality rate [14, 15]. Cook et al. [34] discussed a positive relationship 
between female education achievement and crash involvement. This mutual relationship 
between gender and educational attainment are further tested to examine any possible 
relationships for Kentucky.  
Income is another relevant predictor for crash-related analysis. Personal 
and household income are cited as significant explanatory variables to crashes; however, 
personal income is more widely used as the socioeconomic variable representing income 
[15, 20, 23, 31]. This research considers both household and personal incomes to identify 
the best representation of income descriptors for the Kentucky drivers in terms of crash 
occurrence. Therefore, different mathematical representations (mean and median) of both 
individual and household income are extracted from the census database.  
The other well-established predictors of crashes include employment rate, 
poverty level, and rurality. These variables are correlated to income, housing as well as 
education. Their interdependency would also be explored in this analysis.  
4.3 Conviction Data 
The literature review concluded that the drivers who have driving records 
with convictions, crashes, or both as high-risk drivers. Due to the unavailability of the 
driver crash history, this research could not go further on the line of analyzing the effect 
of previous crash involvement on the fault status in a future crash. Instead, convictions, 
another representation of a driver’s performance in the past is considered. The initial idea 
was to combine the crash data and the conviction data at the driver level. However, this 
could not be achieved due to the lack of a common element that can connect the two 
databases. The crash database obtained does not have a driver license number, and it was 
the only factor that can be used to merge the two datasets at the driver level. Therefore, 
the convictions are used at the zip code level in the form of average yearly convictions.  
The conviction data from 2012 to 2018 is obtained from the Kentucky 
Driver License database. There were 1,196,762 convictions recorded for 612,295 drivers 
during the seven years. Each driver's license number, license type, date and year of 
conviction, conviction type, zip code of the driver’s residence, date of birth, and gender 
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of the driver are extracted from the database. There are multiple convictions recorded for 
many drivers, and the maximum number of convictions entered for the same driver 
between 2012-2018 is 37. There are 113 different conviction types that are related to 
driving under the influence (DUI), speeding, reckless driving, ignorance to law, and 
failure to obey a court summon. The list of convictions and their average yearly count is 
given in Appendix A. For this analysis, the convictions are categorized into six groups:  
• DUI: Drunk driving is generally charged as driving under the influence (DUI). 
However, driving under the influence of an illicit substance or certain prescription 
medicines are also considered DUI. According to the 7-year dataset of Kentucky, 
15,172 DUI charges are recorded per year.  
• Speeding: It is one of the most common moving violations, and this category includes 
all the conviction types recorded for aggravated speeding. On average, 35,417 
speeding convictions are recorded annually in Kentucky.  
• Driver behavior: This category includes moving violations related to driver behavior. 
Improper driving, driving on the wrong side of the road, and texting while driving is 
some of the convictions under this category. About 16,401 such convictions are 
observed per year in Kentucky. 
• Negligence to law: This category includes other moving violations such as vehicle not 
under control, driving while suspended, and failure to dim headlights. Over the seven 
years, 9,020 of those convictions are charged per year.   
• Legal: Those charges are related to the violation of court or other legal proceedings. 
Some of the examples are failure to answer court summons, license 
misrepresentation, and ignition interlock violation.  About 72,879 legal charges are 
accounted per year in Kentucky 
• Other: This category includes all other non-moving charges, such as the refusal of 
chemical tests, gasoline theft, and theft of motor vehicle/parts. There are 22,075 of 
them recorded per year across the state.  
Non-moving convictions (legal and other) are the most recurring 
violations other than speeding. However, they are not considered to be closely associated 
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to traffic safety and hence, not included in the analysis for the current study. The average 
convictions per year are calculated for every zip code, and this number is normalized to 
1,000 drivers in that zip code. 
4.4 Data Processing 
Python is one of the high-level languages which is widely used in data 
processing and management. The whole data manipulation procedure is carried out in 
Jupyter notebook, which is an open-source web application which allows to create live 
Python codes. The step by step procedure followed to manipulate the crash and census 
data is explained below.  
The first step in data processing is to change the crash data into a useful 
format. There are 932,535 driver records in the 4-year crash data obtained from KSP. 
This dataset has 572,152 MFNs, and each MFN represents a unique crash. The initial 
step is to clean up the data by removing invalid entries, which is probably due to human 
error while recording the information. For example, ‘Gender Code’ which defines the 
gender of the driver has several invalid entries such as ‘+’. This symbol has no definition 
in the crash data dictionary, and therefore these are eliminated from further processing. 
Also, there are entries where the gender is unknown or missing. These cases are also 
eliminated from the database. There are 1,389 crashes hence removed. Age is another 
attribute with similar anomalies. There are 3,435 drivers with age less than 16 or greater 
than 90. These entries are assumed to be in error and hence not considered in the next 
step. Also, it is observed that there are several driver residence zip codes wrongly 
entered. The zip codes in Kentucky are obtained in the form of a shapefile from the 
Kentucky Geological Survey, maintained by the University of Kentucky [87]. There are 
746 zip codes in Kentucky according to the shapefile. The crash database has 57,620 
entries with zip codes not listed in the KGS database, and they are eliminated from 
further processing.   
The fault status of a driver involved in a crash is next determined. The 
fault status is decided based on the human factor code recorded. For each crash, the 
driver with the first human factor coded as ‘non-detected’ is considered to be the not-at-
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fault, while the driver with a human factor detected is considered to be the at-fault driver. 
The crashes in which a human factor code is recorded for both or neither drivers are 
eliminated from the analysis. This selection criterion avoids multiple at-fault drivers for 
the same crash in two-unit crashes. In single-unit crashes, there is only one driver 
involved, and hence that driver is supposed to be the driver causing a crash.  
In the next step, the single-unit and two-unit crashes are extracted into 
two different files. There are 119,517 single-unit crashes recorded from 2013-2016. 
Single-unit crashes occur when a driver collides the vehicle with a non-moving object or 
an animal. There are only 74,691 crashes with a human factor recorded for the involved 
driver. Other uncontrollable factors such as unfavorable weather conditions or an animal 
could be the reason for those crashes with no human factor recorded. Such crash entries 
are eliminated from the next steps. About 24 MFNs seems to be repeating in the dataset, 
probably due to double entries. They are also removed to avoid duplication.  
The total number of drivers involved in two-unit crashes during the study 
period is 679,106. It is noted that not every MFN has an at-fault and not-at-fault driver 
pair. Only 241,881 two-unit crashes have both fault and at-fault drivers. Therefore, only 
these MFNs are included for further processing. 
The socioeconomic and demographic variables are obtained in different 
files, and the first step is to combine all of them into a useful format. There are several 
attributes in each file which are not relevant here. For example, the data table on 
‘Household Ownership’ contains a column for margin of error estimate on the total 
households in each zip code. Such attributes are irrelevant here and are removed from 
each data table to ease the process of joining the files. Using the ‘merge’ command in 
Python, each file containing the demographic and socioeconomic descriptors is joined to 
one another at the zip code level. According to the U.S. Census Bureau, 746 zip codes in 
Kentucky are fully or partially within the state boundary. However, ACS does not have 
the all the socioeconomic variables for every zip code in Kentucky. The exempted zip 
codes seem to be tiny areas with probably very few or no people living in them. On 
combining each file at the zip code level, one final file is created that contains entries 
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representing each zip code. Each column in the file represent the socioeconomic and 
demographic factors chosen for the analysis here.  
After the data preparation, the next step is to combine crash data, census 
data, and the conviction data. Using the ‘merge’ command in Python, the files are joined, 
matching the zip code, which is a common variable in both datasets. Finally, there are 
two files prepared, one for single-unit crashes and the other for two-unit crashes. The 
final dataset prepared for the statistical analysis has 74,641 single-unit and 241,750 two-
unit crashes. 
 The variables in the final dataset are tested with the dependent variable 
(at-fault status of the driver) to understand their correlation with each other. Variables 
that indicate a correlation with the dependent variable in the initial correlation analysis 
are then tested using Recursive Partitioning analysis, followed by the selection method. 
Interactions are also identified, and the logistic regression method is used to develop the 




CHAPTER 5. SPATIAL ANALYSIS  
  As discussed previously, past research has shown a strong association of 
crash occurrence with driver age and gender. It is mostly observed that young (under 25) 
and older (over 65) drivers have a high propensity to cause crashes. Several studies have 
demonstrated that male drivers have a higher propensity for crash involvement than 
female drivers. The current study examines whether these trends also hold for the 
Kentucky drivers. As an initial step, a spatial analysis is conducted to investigate crash 
involvement trends of Kentucky drivers in general and potential disparities between the 
Appalachian and non-Appalachian region residence.   
The study utilizes the quasi-induced exposure technique to assess the 
relative risk of drivers to be at-fault in a crash. Hence, a driver’s RAIR is calculated 
based on age, gender, and residence zip code. These ratios are calculated from the raw 
data, and heat maps are developed for a visual representation. These maps are expected 
to provide a better understanding of regional and spatial trends, if any.  
The most predominant socioeconomic factors identified from the 
literature review are income, education level, poverty percentage, employment, and the 
rurality of an area. It is widely discussed that education and income are negatively 
correlated with crash occurrence, while poverty and rurality are positively correlated. 
Kentucky is a rural state, with about 50 percent of the counties falling into the 
Appalachian region. These areas are generally high in poverty, rurality, and 
unemployment rates. As discussed previously, there has been limited research focusing 
on disparities in motor vehicle crashes within the Appalachian region. The heat maps 
developed in this section are expected to provide insight into whether the at-risk drivers 
reside in regions with specific socioeconomic or demographic characteristics.  
The crash data and the socioeconomic data prepared in the previous step 
are at the zip code level. For a representation of the state at a higher level and to allow 
for county-wide programs, the heat maps are developed at the county level. The first step 
in the process is to calculate the RAIR of drivers in each category at the zip code level. 
These ratios are then are aggregated to the county level to produce the heat maps. The 
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steps followed in the process of developing the heat maps are explained in the following 
section.   
5.1 RAIR Calculation 
The first step is to calculate the RAIR of drivers in each zip code, utilizing 
the crash data prepared in the previous step. The ratios are calculated for every age and 
gender category. While preparing the data, the drivers are grouped into seven age 
categories (<20, 20-24, 25-39, 40-64, 65-74, 75-84, and >85) for a detailed statistical 
assessment. In this step, the conventional categorization of young (aged <25 years), 
middle-aged (25-64 years), and old driver (>64 years) is used.  
The RAIR of drivers in each of the age and gender categories is calculated 
for every zip code using the process explained in section 3.4.2. Using a series of Python 
scripts, the ratios are calculated for each zip code.  
For example, Table 5.1 shows the distribution of at-fault and not-at-fault 
drivers in the three age categories in zip code 40003. Out of 100 not-at-fault drivers in a 
crash, there are 15 drivers in the <25 age category. Therefore, the probability of a not-at-
fault driver to be in the young age group = 15/100 = 0.15. At the same time, the 
probability of an at-fault driver to be young = 36/108 = 0.333. Therefore, the RAIR of 
young drivers in zip code 40003 = 0.333/0.15 = 2.222.  
Table 5.1. Distribution of Number of Drivers in Zip Code 40003 
Status  
Age Group   
<25 25-64 >64 Total 
At-fault 36 58 14 108 
Not at-fault 15 74 11 100 
RAIR 2.222 0.726 1.178   
 
Similarly, the ratios of all categories are calculated for every zip code. 
These probabilities are then horizontally arranged to the zip code level and saved as a 
CSV file for use in the next step. 
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5.2 Aggregating RAIRs at County Level 
The next step is to aggregate the ratios at the county level to develop heat 
maps. There are two issues to be addressed. The first deals with the lack of age and 
gender distributions of people or drivers at the zip code level. This is required because 
the RAIRs are calculated for each of these combinations, and in order to develop county-
level estimates, the RAIRs need to be weighted based on the actual population 
distributions. Population data for different age categories are available at the county level 
in the American Census Survey (ACS) database of the U.S. Census Bureau [28]. The 
study requires the driver population, which is not available in a direct format. Therefore, 
it is assumed that all the people aged above 16 have a license. Hence, the population of 
people over 16 years is summed up to calculate the driver population within each county. 
It is also assumed that the population within each age and gender group follows a similar 
distribution throughout the county. To estimate the actual number of drivers for each 
group at the zip code level, a distribution based on the area of the zip code within the 
county will be used. An additional issue to be considered here is the fact that several zip 
codes that split between counties. Hence, the ratios cannot be directly aggregated at the 
county level. To estimate the appropriate RAIR for each category at the county level, a 
series of geospatial processes are carried out using ArcMap, and the process followed is 
explained below in detail that allows for proportionally allocating the RAIR among the 
neighboring counties. 
The second issue to be addressed is the fact that there are zip codes with 
similar RAIRs but different proportions of residents in each category. For example, zip 
code 41301 and 40356 has similar RAIRs for all age and gender categories. However, 
the driver population in these zip codes are different from each other (Table 5.2). The 
driver population density of zip code 40356 is 9.6 times higher than 41301. While 
aggregating the ratios, it is essential also to consider this factor.  







 in square 
mile (sq mi) <25 25-64 >64 Male Female 
41301 1.612 0.91 0.967 1.018 0.978 4,753 196.15 
40356 1.618 0.847 1.083 1.049 0.949 33,359 142.48 
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5.2.1 Intersect Area of Zip Codes 
The first step is calculating the area of the zip codes that split between 
counties. The shapefile of Kentucky at the zip code level and county level are obtained 
from web resources provided by the University of Kentucky and U.S. Census Bureau, 
respectively [87, 88]. The CSV file developed in section 5.1 is joined to the shapefile of 
the zip codes. Now using the tool intersect in ArcMap, the county shapefile and the new 
zip code shapefile are intersected. This tool overlays the polygons on top of each other 
and creates a new coverage that intersect. In other words, the tool computes the 
geometric intersection between the input polygon features. Figure 5.1 illustrates the 
function of the tool in a pictorial fashion. 
Figure 5.1. Intersect Tool 
 
On using intersect, the zip code area that coincides with the counties are 
extracted. The tool also calculates the proportion of area that split between counties. For 
example, Fayette County has 20 zip codes partially or completely coinciding with its 





Figure 5.2. Intersection of Zip Codes in Fayette County 
 
A portion of zip code 40324 falls into Fayette county while the rest of the 
areas are shared with Woodford, Harrison, Scott, and Bourbon counties. Only about 1.80 
percent of zip code 40324 falls into Fayette county. Table 5.3 shows the list of zip codes 














5.2.2 Population at Zip Code Level 
The next step is to calculate the proportion of people by age group and 
gender in each zip code. First, the population of each county in the available age and 
gender groups are collected from the ACS. Once this data is extracted, the next step is to 
divide these population estimates to the zip codes by weighting the population based on 
the area in county calculated in the previous step. 
For example, Fayette County has 110,593 drivers in the <25 age group. 
The area of each zip code within the county borders is already calculated in the previous 
step (Table 5.3). The total driver population is then weighted by the area in the county to 

















40324 158.268 2.850 1.80 
40347 35.825 0.006 0.02 
40356 142.483 0.011 0.01 
40361 266.262 1.739 0.65 
40383 155.501 0.013 0.01 
40391 240.249 0.036 0.01 
40502 7.427 7.427 100.00 
40503 9.047 9.047 100.00 
40504 6.256 6.256 100.00 
40505 7.837 7.837 100.00 
40507 0.407 0.407 100.00 
40508 4.004 4.004 100.00 
40509 46.300 42.650 92.12 
40510 21.619 21.610 99.96 
40511 87.739 80.791 92.08 
40513 14.421 14.404 99.88 
40514 3.000 2.989 99.62 
40515 56.072 47.811 85.27 
40516 32.362 29.097 89.91 
40517 6.165 6.165 100.00 
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Table 5.4 shows the example calculation for Fayette county. As an 
example, the <25 driver population in zip code 40324 = 110,593 × 
2.850
285.149
 = 1,105 
 












40324 2.850 1,105 
40347 0.006 2 
40356 0.011 4 
40361 1.739 675 
40383 0.013 5 
40391 0.036 14 
40502 7.427 2,880 
40503 9.047 3,509 
40504 6.256 2,426 
40505 7.837 3,039 
40507 0.407 158 
40508 4.004 1,553 
40509 42.650 16,541 
40510 21.610 8,381 
40511 80.791 31,334 
40513 14.404 5,586 
40514 2.989 1,159 
40515 47.811 18,543 
40516 29.097 11,285 
40517 6.165 2,391 
 
5.2.3 Weighted RAIR 
The next step is to calculate the RAIR of drivers in each category for 
every county. A weighted RAIR approach is adopted for this purpose.  
To calculate the RAIR for a county, the ratios of all zip codes within the 
county are weighted to the driver population in that zip code. Equation 12 is used to 
calculate the weighted RAIR.  





   (12) 
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where n: the number of zip codes within the county,  
RAIRi : RAIR of any category at the zip code i 
Pi : Population of the category in zip code i within the county 
Pt : Total population of the county = ∑ 𝑃𝑖. 
Table 5.5 illustrates the calculation of RAIR of <25 drivers in Fayette 
county.  










40324 1105 1.638 1809.58 
1.807 
40347 2 3.020 6.04 
40356 4 1.618 6.47 
40361 675 1.491 1006.53 
40383 5 1.747 8.73 
40391 14 1.563 21.88 
40502 2880 1.555 4477.95 
40503 3509 1.612 5655.38 
40504 2426 1.393 3380.40 
40505 3039 1.791 5443.95 
40507 158 1.517 239.73 
40508 1553 1.423 2209.28 
40509 16541 1.715 28363.12 
40510 8381 2.000 16762.00 
40511 31334 1.826 57214.03 
40513 5586 2.034 11359.99 
40514 1159 1.736 2012.02 
40515 18543 1.880 34853.07 
40516 11285 1.866 21052.69 
40517 2391 1.634 3906.40 
Total 110,593   199,789.24 
 
Using a similar approach, the RAIRs for all counties are calculated. Based 
on these weighted RAIRs, heat maps are developed for each county.  
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5.3 Heat Maps 
Weighted RAIRs were used to generate heat maps for each county. In the 
following maps, counties are shaded to represent the crash involvement risk of drivers in 
various groups. As it is important to identify if drivers reside in areas where poverty or 
income are issues, the maps also display household income and indicate counties in 
Appalachia. The latter are denoted with hatching and using bold shading on the county 
borders. Median household income is shown on the maps as it is a socioeconomic factor 
widely recognized as influencing crash occurrences. It is correlated with other 
socioeconomic variables such as poverty and employment rate. Prior research 
demonstrated household income to be a better predictor of income [20, 23] than other 
factors because it better determines a family’s overall economic status. Maps were 
developed for both single- and two-unit crashes. The income categories are represented 
using graduated symbols, and the shaded counties represent the Appalachian regions.   
 
5.3.1 Two-Unit Crashes 
Figure 5.3 - Figure 5.5 are heat maps for each age group, while Figure 5.6 
and Figure 5.7 are heat maps for each gender. The counties are color-coded based on the 
level of risk of its residents to be the at-fault driver. The heat maps are presented using 
graduated colors; lighter colors denote a lower relative risk ratio than when compared to 
counties with darker color. The ratios can be interpreted based on the concept explained 
in section 3.3. 
For drivers under 25 (Figure 5.3), relative risk varies from 0.67 to 2.32. 
Across the state, the RAIR of young drivers is higher, which implies that a young driver, 
when involved in a crash, has a greater probability of being the at-fault driver than the 
not-at-fault one. Collectively, these findings speak to how the characteristics of young 
drivers — inexperience, lack of skill, and risk-taking behaviors — place them at greater 
risk. No strong trends are observed among drivers in Appalachia. This exemplifies the 
risk-taking behavior of the young drivers regardless of socioeconomic conditions.  
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Figure 5.3. Heat Map for Young Drivers (<25 years), Two-Unit Crashes 
 
For drivers between 25 and 65 (Figure 5.4) ), RAIRs are between 0.68 
and 1.03 — lower than the range for young drivers. Many high-income counties exhibit 
lower risk rates for middle-aged drivers than other age groups. But there is no evident 
regional pattern. The counties with relatively higher RAIR are mostly low-income areas 
in the Appalachia. Their ratios are closer to 1, which indicates that the at-fault and not-at-
fault probability of the drivers in these areas are almost equal, demonstrating higher risk 
compared to counties elsewhere in the state. Overall, drivers in this age group are less 
likely to cause a crash than young drivers. This could be attributed to their better 
judgment and decision making, which are gained through experience.  
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Figure 5.4. Heat Map for Middle Aged Drivers (25-64 years), Two-Unit Crashes 
 
RAIRs for drivers over 64 range between 0.37 and 2.05. Across 
Kentucky, older drivers are more likely than young or middle-aged drivers to be at fault 
than not at fault when involved in a crash. This high risk could result from these drivers 
suffering from a loss of vision and/or cognitive ability [89, 90]. There are fewer old 
drivers in the dataset, which may impact exposure to crash occurrence, thus contributing 






Figure 5.5. Heat Map for Old Drivers (>64 years), Two-Unit Crashes 
 
For male drivers, RAIRs range from 0.89 to 1.30 (Figure 5.6). In most 
counties, RAIRs are close to 1.0, indicating high risk. While counties with the highest 
RAIRs are found in Appalachia, overall, there are no strong regional trends. RAIRs for 
female drives are comparatively lower, with values ranging from 0.66 to 1.22 (Figure 
5.7). Lower risk rates among females is likely due to male drivers exhibiting more 







Figure 5.6. Heat Map for Male Drivers, Two-Unit Crashes 




Using the RAIRs of the three age groups, a weighted average RAIR is 
calculated to obtain an overall safety estimate of the drivers in each county. The RAIR of 
the age groups are weighted based on the proportion of drivers in each age category and 
Figure 5.8 shows the heat map developed using the weighted RAIR. It should be noted 
that the highest risk ratios are observed in counties in the Appalachian region. 
Additionally, many high-income counties seem to have a relative higher risk ratio. 
Overall, no evident regional pattern is observed.  
Figure 5.8. Weighted RAIR for Two-Unit Crashes 
 
5.3.2 Single-Unit crashes 
Heat maps were also developed for single-unit crashes. Among young 
drivers, RAIRs range between 0.73 and 5.33, a wider spread than observed for two-unit 
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crashes. In most counties, values exceed 1.8, although some areas of Appalachia have 
lower ratios. One explanation for this trend is that the datasets have a relatively small 
number of young drivers in these counties. Nonetheless, young drivers have a greater 
propensity to be at fault in single-unit crashes than two-unit crashes. These drivers’ 
inexperience and lack of judgment may explain this phenomenon. 
 
Figure 5.9. Heat Map for Young Drivers (<25 years), Single-Unit Crashes 
 
Among middle-aged drivers, RAIR values for single-unit crashes are 
similar to those for two-unit crashes as they range between 0.657 and 1.07 (Figure 5.10). 
In Appalachia, risk levels are generally a bit higher than in the rest of the state. Many 
counties with high household median income have lower risk for young drivers 




Figure 5.10. Heat Map for Middle-Aged Drivers (25-64 years), Single-Unit Crashes 
 
Among older drivers, trends for single-unit crashes diverge from those for 
two-unit crashes. RAIR values are from 0.124 to 1.43, with most counties falling into the 
lower side. While older drivers are less likely to cause a single-unit crash than drivers in 
the other age groups, they have a higher risk overall. This finding may result from the 
dataset having a relatively small number of older drivers. The contribution of older 
drivers to single-unit crash occurrence is discussed later in this report. No regional or 




Figure 5.11. Heat Map for Old Drivers (>64 years), Single-Unit Crashes 
 
Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13 shift the focus to the role of gender in single-
unit crash risk. RAIRs for male drivers range from 0.76 and 1.68 while for females the 
range is between 0.43 and 1.04. These maps demonstrate that the likelihood of male 
drivers causing a single-unit crash is much higher than their propensity to be at fault in a 
two-unit crash. Female drivers once again have lower RAIRs than males, demonstrating 







Figure 5.12. Heat Map for Male Drivers, Single-Unit Crashes 
Figure 5.13. Heat Map for Female Drivers, Single-Unit Crashes 
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Weighted RAIRs are calculated for single-unit crashes as well and the 
heat map developed (Figure 5.9). Few high-income counties seem to have higher risk 
rate while few low-income Appalachian counties are observed to have lower risk ratio in 
the state. Overall, no evident regional pattern is observed.  
Figure 5.14.Weighted RAIR for Single-Unit Crashes 
5.4 Application of Heat Maps 
The findings of the spatial analysis can be used to identify high risk 
counties that can be targeted for safety programs. The Safety Circuit Rider (SCR) 
program of the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) is a safety program that 
provides safety-related support to agencies responsible for local road safety with a goal 
of reducing the frequency and severity of roadway crashes [92]. Kentucky implements 
the SCR program through the identification of six high risk counties annually and 
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completion of a detailed crash data analysis and road safety audits on the county public 
roadways [93]. The goal is to develop a set of countermeasures to reduce crashes at the 
identified high risk areas.  
Using the weighted RAIR, the top six high risk counties are identified 
(Table 5.6) and programs that could address driver performance and crash involvement 
for drivers in these counites can be developed through the Kentucky Circuit Rider 
program or other efforts. The table displays high risk counties for both two-unit and 
single-unit crashes, identified based on its driver’s propensity to cause a crash. Drivers in 
Union county are at high risk in causing both two-unit and single-unit crashes.  
Table 5.6. Top 10 High Risk Counties 
  Two-unit Crashes Single-unit Crashes 
Rank Name Weighted RAIR  Name Weighted RAIR 
1 Lawrence 1.36 Owen 2.15 
2 Breathitt 1.32 Union 1.77 
3 Union 1.31 Hickman 1.56 
4 Rowan 1.28 Metcalfe 1.52 
5 Washington 1.28 Gallatin 1.44 
6 Oldham 1.27 Grayson 1.42 
5.5 Summary 
Spatial analysis failed to uncover strong regional patterns in RAIR values. 
This finding is consistent with previous research on the relationships between driving 
behavior and factors such as age and gender (see CHAPTER 2). Probably, 
socioeconomic trends were not detected by spatial analysis due to variables excluded 
from consideration, such as education and rurality, as well as interactions between them. 
The next chapter presents the results of regression analysis, which enabled a more robust 
statistical evaluation of these factors. The main findings of the spatial analysis are 
summarized below.  
• Median household income does not play a predominant role in single and two-unit 
crash occurrence. 
• Young drivers in two-unit crashes are more prevalent in populated areas, while 
middle-aged drivers causing two-unit crashes are more prevalent in lower income 
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counties in the Appalachian region. However, Older drivers causing two-unit crashes 
have higher crash involvement statewide. 
• Female drivers are less likely to be involved in a crash (both single-unit and two-
unit) statewide than males. 
• Young drives causing single-unit crashes are more prevalent in higher income 
counties, while middle-aged drivers causing single-unit crashes are more prevalent in 
lower income counties. Yet, older drivers are less likely to be involved in single-unit 
crashes statewide. 
The weighted RAIR developed for two-unit and single-unit crashes can be 
used to identify target counties. The drivers residing in the high risk counties can be then 





CHAPTER 6. STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
As discussed previously, this research primarily focusses on two-unit and 
single-unit-crashes in Kentucky. The objective of this effort is to identify the strongest 
socioeconomic variables that could be used as predictors to estimate a driver’s fault 
status when involved in a crash. In addition to the most discussed descriptors (income, 
education, employment, etc.) by previous research efforts, many other variables (such as 
race, housing characteristics, marital status, etc.) are also included for the analysis. 
Several socioeconomic variables discussed in the literature review are collected from the 
ACS, and the final datasets are prepared as explained in the Methodology section. 
Several variable selection tests are conducted to make the appropriate choice of variables 
for the modeling.  
As noted in the modeling section, correlation tests are used first to 
examine the significance of each socioeconomic variable in predicting the dependent 
variable. The variables that are statistically significant to the dependent variable are 
narrowed down to form a starting set of variables for further selection. Recursive 
partitioning was used then to understand the association between the potential predictors 
and the dependent variable. This step helps to understand the importance of the variables 
that should be considered in the modeling. Next, the strongest variables identified in the 
previous tests are added or removed one by one, and the model with the best estimates 
are chosen. Possible interaction terms are also tested in this step. Based on their results, 
binary logistic regression models predicting crash occurrence are developed for single-
unit and two datasets. These steps are explained below in detail. 
6.1 Two-Unit Crashes 
Initially, correlation tests and recursive partitioning analysis are 
conducted on the dataset to develop a preliminary variable selection. Followed by that 
stepwise selection process is conducted, and interaction terms are tested to find the best 
candidates for predicting the response variable. The results of these tests on two-unit 
crashes are discussed in this section. 
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6.1.1 Point Biserial 
A correlation matrix is developed to identify the variables that are 
associated with at-fault status. Point biserial correlation coefficients are developed for 
each variable, which represents its association with the dependent variable.  
The correlation test conducted here for each socioeconomic characteristic 
identifies those that are significantly related to the at-fault status of the driver. The p-
values that are less than 0.05 are considered to be significantly correlated with the at-
fault status at the 95 percent level in a two-tailed test. As previously stated, the arithmetic 
sign of the Pearson coefficient indicates the nature of the relation between the 
socioeconomic variable and the indicator of crash occurrence. For example, the income 
variables are positively correlated to the at-fault status, which means that as the income 
of the driver becomes higher, the likelihood to cause a crash increases. The explanation 










Race Percent white (WH) 0.001 0.663 
Percent black (BL) -0.001 0.298 
Percent American Indian (AI) 0.008 0.000 
Percent Asian (AS) -0.004 0.004 
Percent other races (OR) 0.007 0.000 
Housing Household units (HH) -0.002 0.285 
Household ownership total (HHO) -0.002 0.178 
Owner occupied housing units (OHU) -0.006 0.000 
Renter occupied housing units (RHU) 0.004 0.013 
Median housing value (HVL) -0.010 0.000 
Marital Status Percent now married (MRD) -0.007 0.000 
Percent widowed (WID) 0.007 0.000 
Percent divorced (DIV) 0.007 0.000 
Percent separated (SEP) 0.003 0.071 
Percent never married (NMD) 0.004 0.005 
Education Percent less than high school graduate (LHS) 0.008 0.000 
Percent high school graduate (HS) 0.005 0.001 
Percent some college/associate degree (COL) 0.000 0.933 
Percent bachelor’s degree or higher (BS) -0.007 0.000 
Percent graduate or professional degree (GD) -0.007 0.000 
Income Median individual income (MDIINC) -0.011 0.000 
Household median income (MDHINC) -0.012 0.000 
Household mean income (MIINC) -0.011 0.000 
Mean individual income (MHINC) -0.009 0.000 
Other Employment population ratio (EMP) -0.006 0.000 
Percentage rural (RUR) 0.003 0.016 
Unemployment rate (UEMP) 0.004 0.014 
Percent below poverty level (POV) 0.011 0.000 
Total population (POP) -0.003 0.043 
Driver Population (DOP) -0.003 0.069 
Average Convictions per 1000 driver population (CON) 0.005 0.001 
Area per sq mi (A) 0.001 0.622 
Driver Population per sq mi (DOPSQM) 0.004 0.002 
Total Population per sq mi (POPSQM) 0.004 0.003 
Gender (G) -0.038 0.000 
Age Group (AGE) -0.095 0.000 
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Among the five categories of race, the proportion of Indians, Asians, and 
others seems to be significantly correlated with two-unit crashes. Also, no relationship is 
observed between the predominant races (white and black) and the fault status. Though 
the other three categories of races seem to have a p-value <0.05, the correlation 
coefficient is weak. These categories are generally minorities in Kentucky, and their p 
values are significant, probably due to their smaller proportions in the overall population.  
Hence, race is not expected to be a potential descriptor of crash occurrence for two-unit 
crashes. However, these variables would be considered in the statistical modeling, as an 
attempt to examine whether they show any significance when considered along with 
other variables. 
Housing density does not seem related to two-unit crashes; however, other 
housing variables are significant. As discussed previously, housing value is also another 
factor which is related to rurality. This could be related to household income, as families 
with high incomes tend to live in areas with high housing value. Housing ownership 
characteristics (rental/owned) also seem to be correlated with two-unit crashes, while 
rented house density is not related to their occurrence. These relationships would be 
further investigated in the next steps.  
Marital status seems to have substantial effects on two-unit crashes. All 
variables under this category, except for percent separated, have a p-value <0.05. Percent 
separated is significant at the 90 percent significance level. Therefore, a detailed 
investigation of the effect of marital status on the occurrence of two-unit crashes is 
conducted in the next level of analysis. Furthermore, education seems to be a potential 
descriptor of two-unit crashes, and its relationship requires more investigation.  
Individual, as well as household income, show a significant relationship 
with the at-fault status of the driver involved in two-unit crashes. Prior research 
demonstrated household income to be a better predictor of crash occurrence [20, 23]. 
Further analysis of the two-unit crash will examine the various income categories and 
determine the most appropriate one for inclusion in the final model. As expected, 
convictions have a significant positive relationship with crash occurrence. Also, other 
variables such as rurality, poverty level, employment and population, that have well-
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established relationships with crash occurrence, may also be correlated to income and 
educational level, and their interactions. 
 
6.1.2 Recursive Partitioning Analysis 
Recursive partitioning analysis was performed on the two-unit crash 
dataset to develop the tree-like model assisting variable selections when the dependent 
variable is categorical. The CART model, as part of the recursive partitioning analysis, is 




Figure 6.1. CART Model for Two-Unit Crashes 
Level 2 Level 3 Level 1 
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The tree model gives a detailed view of how these variables behave. In 
the model, each node indicates the distribution of at-fault and not-at-fault drivers within 
themselves. The blue and green bars in the model represent the distribution of at-fault 
and not-at-fault drivers, respectively. For example, the tree model initially splits into six 
nodes, and each node represents an age-group or its combination - Node 1- 25-39 and 
65-75, Node 2 – 20-24, Node 3 – 40-64, Node 4 - <20, Node 5 -75-84 and Node 6 - >84. 
The height of the blue and green bars in the model shows that the proportion of at-fault 
and not-at-fault drivers in the age group 25-39 ad 65-75 are almost the same. The data 
given in Table 4.2 confirms this fact - the proportion of faulty drivers in the age group 
25-39 and 65-75 are 0.48 and 0.49. As the proportions are almost the same, these two 
groups combined as one node at the first split. In the age group 20-24 (Node 2), the at-
fault drivers (green) are more than the not-at-fault (blue). Overall, it can be concluded 
that the young and older drivers are mostly observed to be at-fault in a crash. This 
concurred with prior research findings.   
At the second level, nodes representing young and middle-aged drivers 
split into gender, with 0 and 1 representing the male and female drivers respectively. The 
older drivers (75 and above) have fewer drivers involved, and this might not have a 
significant split to make, which can add value to the predictions. The contribution of 
males and females in crash occurrence seems to be almost equal in these groups. 
However, male drivers have slightly higher involvement among young drivers.  
At the third level, the nodes branch into multiple nodes, demonstrating the 
effect of convictions, poverty, rurality, and marital status of drivers in their fault status. 
The finding concurs with the signs of the correlation coefficients of these variables. For 
example, the at-fault likeliness of drivers residing in a zip code has a positive correlation 
with the average convictions recorded per year. The CART model concurs with this 
finding, indicating that as the average convictions increase, the proportion of at-fault 
drivers also increases. 
The classification tree confirms that age and gender are the most critical 
factors influencing crash occurrence. The other variables that added value to the 
prediction of crash occurrence are average convictions, percent below poverty level, 
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percent rural, and percentage never married. These variables will be further tested in the 
next step, along with the other potential variables identified from the literature review 
and correlation tests.  
 
6.1.3 Additional Variable Selection 
The inputs from the CART model and the correlation test are used as a 
starting point in this step. Along with the variables identified from the CART model, 
other variables identified as potential predictors are also tested to develop the most 
suitable enhanced model representing a two-unit crash occurrence. Note that multiple 
variables from the same category were not used in the same model to avoid 
complementary and dependency effects. For example, percent white and percent non-
white are complementary, and it would show misleading results if both of them are 
considered in the same model. 
As the initial step, the predictors in the CART model are examined in a 
logistic regression model to evaluate whether their p-value is below the specified level of 
statistical significance. Percent never married, and percent rural has p-value >0.05 in this 
model. This is probably due to some interaction going on with the other predictor 
variables. The model parameters explained in 3.4.3 are noted, and this is used as a 
baseline to analyses how the model changes in the next step with the addition or 
omission of variables. The AIC and BIC of the base model are 33,351.3 and 33,484.4, 
while the ROC is 0.5848. In the validation process, the model seemed to have correctly 
classified 57 percent of the data.  
In the next step, the insignificant variables are removed from the model 
one by one. The variation in model parameters are noted after the addition of every 
variable. At each step after adding a variable, variables that are not significant at that 
level are eliminated. This process is continued until every remaining variable is 
significant. The percent not married is removed from the base model initially; however, 
it did not bring much change to the model. Even though the AIC and BIC values reduced 
to 33,349.6 and 33,471.6, there is no significant improvement. The ROC and percent 
correctly classified remained the same. It is therefore concluded that the marital status is 
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not adding much value to the predictability in the logistic regression model. Rurality 
remained in the base model, as it is identified to be an important predictor in the 
literature. Next, the income variables are tested. Household median income observed to 
have a higher Wald score in the model compared to the models tested with the other 
income variables. However, the addition of household median income influenced the 
significance of poverty and rurality in the model. It is evident that this occurred due to 
the interrelation of these variables with income. Education-related variables are also 
tested. Both the inclusion of income and education variables did not improve the model 
parameters substantially.  
Similarly, other demographic variables are also tested to select the best 
subset of predictor variables that define the response variable. During the process, driver 
population density is identified to be another important predictor when added to the base 
model and improves the predictability of crash occurrence. The new model has better 
parameter estimates than those tested in the process. It has AIC and BIC of 33,332.7 and 
33,465.7 and an improved percentage correctly classified of 61 percent. The ROC also 
improved to 0.595. This model includes age, gender, convictions, rurality, poverty, and 




The Feasible Solution Algorithm (FSA) is used to find interactions. The 
algorithm allows to test for interactions on a model with specified explanatory variables. 
Thus, it enables one to formulate new or to improve upon existing models with the 
addition of interactions. Two-way interactions are tested on the chosen models, and 
several criterion functions (such as R2 and adjusted R2, interaction p-values, AIC, and 
BIC) are evaluated to examine the quality of the models.  
The enhanced model finalized in the previous step is tested using the 
algorithm to identify potential interactions, if any. The tool identified two interactions: 
between age and gender and between average convictions and driver population density. 
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Among them, age-gender is the strongest interaction which repeated the greatest number 
of times in the iterations. Advanced models with the identified interactions are also 
developed, and they are evaluated against the simpler enhanced model finalized in the 
previous step. The estimates of these three advanced models and their evaluations are 
described in section 6.1.  
6.2 Single-Unit Crashes 
To analyze the relationship between single-unit crashes occurrence and 
the socioeconomic characteristics of a driver’s zip code, an initial analysis of data is 
conducted following the same steps explained above. The results of the tests are 
discussed in this section. Based on the results from these tests, several models are tested, 
and their model parameters are compared to recommend the most appropriate model for 
determining the probability of a driver to be at fault.  
 
6.2.1 Point Biserial 
A correlation matrix for single crashes is developed to identify the 
variables that are associated with at-fault status. Correlation coefficients are developed 
for each variable, which represents its association with the dependent variable. Most of 
the variables are statistically significant at 95 percent, and Table 6.2 shows their 











Percent white (WH) 0.115 0.000 
Percent black (BL) -0.097 0.000 
Percent American Indian (AI) 0.002 0.401 
Percent Asian (AS) -0.130 0.000 
Percent other races (OR) -0.070 0.000 
Housing 
Household units (HH) -0.131 0.000 
Household ownership total (HHO) -0.134 0.000 
Owner occupied housing units (OHU) -0.132 0.000 
Renter occupied housing units (RHU) -0.115 0.000 
Median housing value (HVL) -0.121 0.000 
Marital Status 
Percent now married (MRD) 0.073 0.000 
Percent widowed (WID) 0.067 0.000 
Percent divorced (DIV) -0.008 0.004 
Percent separated (SEP) 0.029 0.000 
Percent never married (NMD) -0.102 0.000 
Education 
Percent less than high school graduate (LHS) 0.126 0.000 
Percent high school graduate (HS) 0.139 0.000 
Percent some college/associate degree (COL) -0.074 0.000 
Percent bachelor’s degree or higher (BS) -0.141 0.000 
Percent graduate or professional degree (GD) -0.123 0.000 
Income 
Median individual income (MDIINC) -0.115 0.000 
Household median income (MDHINC) -0.090 0.000 
Household mean income (MIINC) -0.097 0.000 
Mean individual income (MHINC) -0.114 0.000 
Other 
Employment population ratio (EMP) -0.136 0.000 
Percentage rural (RUR) 0.189 0.000 
Unemployment rate (UEMP) 0.042 0.000 
Percent below poverty level (POV) 0.066 0.000 
Total population (POP) -0.127 0.000 
Driver Population (DOP) -0.127 0.000 
Average Convictions per 1000 driver population (CON) -0.016 0.000 
Area per sq mi (A) 0.093 0.000 
Driver Population per sq mi (DOPSQM) -0.128 0.000 
Total Population per sq mi (POPSQM) -0.126 0.000 
Gender (G) -0.121 0.000 
Age Group (AGE) -0.199 0.000 
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Among the five races, the predominant categories, i.e., the proportion of 
white and black, seems to be significantly correlated with the occurrence of single-unit 
crashes. The sign indicates that the percent white is positively correlated to single-unit 
crashes, which means that drivers from zip codes with more white population are likely 
to cause more single-unit crashes. At the same time, a negative correlation is observed 
with percent black. In Kentucky, the proportion of people belonging to other than white 
races is significantly smaller. Therefore, the other categories of race might not be an 
important descriptor of the at-fault status of a driver. However, there is a significant 
association between race and single-unit crashes. Therefore, these variables will be 
considered in the statistical modeling to examine whether they show any significance 
when considered along with other variables.  
Similarly, all of the housing variables are related to single-unit crashes, 
and they are negatively correlated to crash occurrence. It means that the crash propensity 
of the drivers living in areas with high housing density or housing value (which is most 
likely urban areas) is low. Housing density and housing value are evidently related to 
rurality, and there could be a statistically important interaction among them when tested 
in a model. Housing value could be related to household income, as families with high 
incomes tend to live in areas with high housing value. Housing ownership characteristics 
(rental/owned) also seem to be correlated with crash occurrence. These relationships are 
further investigated in the next step.  
Marital status showed results that agree with prior research. Drivers 
previously married (widowed, separated, and divorced) are correlated with the at-fault 
status, and their crash involvement has been considered as a result of stressful life events. 
This will be further investigated in the next level of analysis. Furthermore, education also 
showed results in agreement with prior research: less educated people are more likely to 
be the at-fault driver in a crash. In Table 6.2, as the educational attainment increases, the 
sign of the correlation coefficient turns negative, which indicates lower crash 
involvement as an at-fault driver. 
All types of income show a significant relationship with the at-fault status 
of the driver according to previous research, but the household median income is 
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expected to be a better predictor of crash occurrence [20, 23]. These variables indicate a 
negative relationship with crash occurrence, agreeing with the findings of previous 
research.  The analysis of this research would examine the various income categories and 
determine the most appropriate one for inclusion in the final model predicting crash 
occurrence.  
Other variables such as rurality, poverty level, unemployment rate, and 
population density that have well established relationships with the crash occurrence may 
also be correlated to income and educational level, and their interaction would be 
examined. 
 
6.2.2 Recursive Partitioning Analysis 
Recursive partitioning analysis was performed on the single-unit crash 
dataset, and the CART model was developed for assistance in variable selection. The 
model has a framework similar to the two-unit CART model, but it takes a more 
complex form. Appendix A2 shows the complete model developed for single-unit 
crashes. 
As explained earlier for the two-unit crashes, each node in the CART 
model indicates the distribution of at-fault (blue) and not-at-fault drivers (green) within 
themselves. The blue and green bars in the model represent the distribution of at-fault 
and not-at-fault drivers, respectively. The tree model initially splits into seven nodes, 
each representing the 7 age-group categories. The distributions of drivers in each node 
imply that younger and older drivers are mostly observed to be at-fault in a single-unit 
crash. This resembles the findings of two-unit crashes.  
At the second level, nodes branch into multiple nodes representing 
rurality and total population. The interesting fact is that the population is related to 
rurality. The zip codes with lower population density are generally rural areas. The 
findings of the CART model concur with the signs of the correlation coefficients of these 
variables. The drivers living in rural areas are more likely to be at-fault. At the third 
level, the model turns more complex with the appearance of several variables in the tree. 
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This is one of the limitations of the tree model. Most of the nodes at this level splits 
further into gender and percentage with bachelor’s degree while other variables like total 
population, percent now married, and percent with a graduate degree also appeared at 
this level of the tree model. The educational attainment in a zip code is related to the 
poverty and income level of the people living in that area. This could be a potential 
interaction that needs further investigation.  
The classification tree assures that age, rurality and gender are the most 
important factors influencing crash occurrence. However, education and population 
density may also add value to the predictability of the model. These variables are further 
tested in the next step, along with the other potential variables identified from the 
literature review and correlation tests.  
 
6.2.3 Additional Variable Selection 
The inputs from the CART model and the correlation test are used as a 
starting point in this step. Following a similar process discussed in section 3.2.3, several 
variables are tested to develop the most suitable enhanced model representing single-unit 
crash occurrence.  
First, the statistical significance of the predictors in the CART model is 
examined in a logistic regression model. The model predicts crash occurrence as a 
function of age, gender, rurality, percent with a bachelor’s degree, and driver population 
density, with significant p-value (>0.05). The model parameters explained in 3.4.3 are 
noted, and this is used as a baseline to analyses how the model changes in the next step 
with the addition or omission of variables. The AIC and BIC of the base model are 
26,244.2 and 26,353.27, while the ROC is 0.6792. In the validation process, the model 
seemed to have correctly classified 68 percent of the data.  
Next, the income variables are tested. Similar to the two-unit crashes, 
household median income observed to have a higher Wald score in the model compared 
to the models tested with the other income variables. However, the addition of household 
median income influenced the significance of rurality and educational attainment in the 
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model, most likely due to their relatability. Other socioeconomic variables such as 
poverty, marital status, and races are also tested, but their additions did not improve the 
model parameters substantially. 
Conviction is also tested in the model to analyze its contribution to 
improve predictability.  It is one of the major descriptors of the two-unit crashes, and 
hence it is important to check the contribution of convictions in single-unit crash 
occurrence, and it appeared to be significant in the base model. Even though the model 
did not improve drastically, the AIC and BIC values are reduced to 26,196.99 and 
26,315.95. The ROC remained the same, while percent correctly classified is slightly 
improved to 68.9 percent. Since this model represented the occurrence of single-unit 
crashes better than other models tested, it is finalized and proceeded with the test for 
interactions.  The final enhanced model includes age, gender, percent rural, percent with 
bachelor’s degree, driver population density, and convictions. 
 
6.2.4 Interactions 
A process similar to two-unit crashes is conducted using the FSA to test 
for interactions. Two-way interactions are tested on the chosen enhanced models, and 
several criterion functions are evaluated to examine the quality of the models. The 
algorithm identified two interactions on the model finalized in the previous step. The 
first one is between age and gender. This is similar to the findings of the test on two-unit 
crashes and prior research. The second one is between average conviction and percent of 
bachelors. The term has a positive correlation with single-unit crash occurrence, and it 
needs to be further investigated. Among the two, the first exhibited a stronger existence 
in the iterations. However, the predictability of both advanced models are tested in the 
next step along with the simpler one (enhanced model) finalized in the additional 




CHAPTER 7. PREDICTION MODELS 
Chapter 3 identified the logistic regression method as the most 
appropriate method to develop a prediction model for crash occurrence based on the fault 
status of the driver. This method also allows for the use of the quasi-induced exposure 
technique, which derives exposure estimates from not-at-fault drivers in two-vehicle 
crashes. Therefore, using the logistic regression and quasi-induced exposure, the effect of 
socioeconomic attributes influencing crash occurrence are investigated. Based on the 
results from the variable selection process, several models are tested, and their model 
parameters (discussed in section 3.4.3) are compared to estimate accuracy in predicting 
the dependent variable. Finalized models of single-unit and two-unit crashes are 
described below. The final models predict crash occurrence as a function of age and 
gender of the involved driver and the socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of 
the driver’s residence zip code.  
7.1 Two-Unit Crashes 
This section evaluates the three models finalized for two-unit crashes.  
The likelihood functions, ROC, and probability residuals of the models are compared. 
Training and Validation method is also used to compare the accuracy of the models. The 
evaluation of these models is discussed in this section.  
 
7.1.1 Model 1 
Table 7.1 shows Model 1, which is the simplest model developed for 
estimating at-fault driver propensity based on socioeconomic factors for two-unit 
crashes. This model defines the probability of fault as a function of age-group, gender, 
average convictions, driver population density, poverty level, and rurality. All the 


















 0.730 0.0138 0.703 0.757 2794.177 0.000 
<20 0.000      
20-24 -0.352 0.013 -0.377 -0.326 734.958 0.000 
25-39 -0.792 0.0114 -0.815 -0.77 4842.875 0.000 
40-64 -1.047 0.0111 -1.069 -1.025 8852.281 0.000 
65-75 -0.773 0.0145 -0.801 -0.745 2861.289 0.000 
75-84 -0.270 0.019 -0.308 -0.233 201.81 0.000 
>84 0.180 0.0403 0.101 0.259 20.013 0.000 
Male 0.000      
Female -0.160 0.0058 -0.172 -0.149 752.709 0.000 
CON 0.001 0.0004 0 0.002 5.305 0.021 
RUR 0.000 0.0001 6.91E-05 0.001 6.639 0.010 
POV 0.002 0.0004 0.001 0.003 31.095 0.000 
DOPSQM 1.24E-05 2.86E-06 6.81E-06 1.80E-05 18.827 0.000 
 
The model evaluation parameters are given in Table 7.2. These values are 
used as a baseline for the quality evaluation of the two-unit crash models. The likelihood 
functions are estimators of the relative quality of statistical models for a given set of 
data. The AIC and BIC of the model are 333,32.7 and 33,465.7. The AUC of the model 
is 0.595, and the validation dataset classified 61 percent of the data correctly. The 
probability residual, which is the difference between observed and predicted probability 
values, is also calculated to validate the model. The residual of 522 zip codes in 
Kentucky is less than or equal to 0.1. In other words, the difference between actual 
probability and the model predicted probability of these zip codes is less than or equal to 
10 percent. This accounts for about 90 percent of the overall area of Kentucky. These 







Table 7.2. Parameters of Model 1 for Two-Unit Crashes 
Likelihood Functions 















≤0.10 522 35,736.51 90.90 
0.10 - 0.20 126 2,689.31 6.84 
0.20 - 0.30 51 701.04 1.78 
>0.30 22 186.4 0.47 
 
As described in section 6.1.4, interactions are tested on this model using 
the FSA, and two two-way interactions are identified – one, between average convictions 
and driver population density and second, between age and gender. These models are 
evaluated in the next step and compared with Model 1 to produce the best option.   
 
7.1.2 Model 2 
Model 2 in Table 7.3 shows the model incorporating the interaction 
between average convictions and driver population density. Along with the interactions 






















 0.681 0.017 0.648 0.714 1611.429 0.000 
<20 0.000      
20-24 -0.352 0.013 -0.378 -0.327 736.101 0.000 
25-39 -0.793 0.0114 -0.815 -0.77 4847.059 0.000 
40-64 -1.047 0.0111 -1.069 -1.025 8857.324 0.000 
65-75 -0.774 0.0145 -0.802 -0.746 2867.153 0.000 
75-84 -0.271 0.019 -0.309 -0.234 203.374 0.000 
>84 0.178 0.0403 0.099 0.257 19.591 0.000 
Male 0.000      
Female -0.161 0.0058 -0.172 -0.149 753.193 0.000 
CON 0.002 0.0005 0.001 0.003 24.163 0.000 
RUR 0.000 0.0001 5.66E-05 0 6.071 0.014 
POV 0.003 0.0004 0.002 0.004 48.441 0.000 
DOPSQM 4.38E-05 6.81E-06 3.04E-05 5.71E-05 41.293 0.000 
CON × 
DOPSQM 
-1.11E-06 2.19E-07 -1.54E-06 -6.82E-07 25.774 0.000 
. 
Table 7.4 displays the evaluation parameters of Model 2. The AIC and 
BIC of Model 2 are 33,308.6 and 33,452.8, indicating better predictability than Model 1. 
The AUC and percent correctly classified are slightly improved, and they are now 0.597 
and 61, respectively. The probability residual also exhibited improvement. The residual 










Table 7.4. Parameters of Model 2 for Two-Unit Crashes 
Likelihood Functions 















≤0.10 526 35,816.71 91.11 
0.10 - 0.20 128 2,649.13 6.74 
0.20 - 0.30 46 661.07 1.684 
>0.30 21 186.35 0.47 
 
7.1.3 Model 3 
Table 7.5 shows the third model developed for the prediction of two-unit 
crashes. The predictor variables included in this model are rurality, poverty level, 
average convictions, driver population density, age-groups, gender, and interaction terms 
between age and gender. The test for interaction using the FSA confirms the strong 
correlation between age and gender in crash occurrence, concurring with the findings of 
previous researchers. Hence, Model 3 is expected to improve the predictability of crash 
























Intercept 0.771 0.0169 0.738 0.804 2071.575 0.000 
<20 0.000           
20-24 -0.369 0.0185 -0.405 -0.332 397.135 0.000 
25-39 -0.807 0.0162 -0.839 -0.775 2480.328 0.000 
40-64 -1.093 0.0158 -1.124 -1.062 4783.197 0.000 
65-75 -0.939 0.0202 -0.979 -0.899 2152.687 0.000 
75-84 -0.394 0.0263 -0.446 -0.343 224.289 0.000 
>84 0.068 0.0539 -0.038 0.174 1.595 0.207 
Male  0.000           
Female -0.243 0.0201 -0.283 -0.204 147.205 0.000 
CON 0.001 0.0004 0 0.002 5.453 0.020 
RUR 0.0003 0.0001 7.74E-05 0.001 7.024 0.008 
POV 0.002 0.0004 0.001 0.003 32.288 0.000 
DOPSQM 1.22E-05 2.86E-06 6.54E-06 1.78E-05 18.023 0.000 
<20 Male 0.000           
<20 Female 0.000           
20-24 Male 0.000           
20-24 Female 0.032 0.0259 -0.019 0.083 1.537 0.215 
25-39 Male 0.000           
25-39 Female 0.027 0.0227 -0.017 0.072 1.442 0.230 
40-64 Male 0.000           
40-64 Female 0.091 0.0222 0.047 0.134 16.677 0.000 
65-75 Male 0.000           
65-75 Female 0.348 0.0289 0.291 0.404 144.322 0.000 
75-84 Male 0.000           
75-84 Female 0.257 0.0381 0.183 0.332 45.553 0.000 
>84 Male 0.000           
>84 Female 0.241 0.0812 0.082 0.4 8.822 0.003 
 
The evaluation parameters of Model 3 are displayed in Table 7.6. As 
expected, the model seems to have improved properties. The AIC and BIC are reduced to 
33,095.8 and 33,295.4, while the AUC and classification percentages are increased to 
0.612 and 62.9, respectively. The residual did not show a significant improvement, yet, 




Table 7.6. Parameters of Model 3 for Two-Unit Crashes 
Likelihood Functions 















<=0.10 523 35,818.87 91.12 
0.10-=0.20 126 2,607.35 6.63 
0.20-=0.30 51 700.69 1.78 
>0.30 21 186.35 0.47 
 
Comparing the evaluation matrices of all three models, it is obvious that 
Model 3 has better predictability and an improved representation of two-unit crash 
occurrence.  
 
7.1.4 Interpretation of Final Model 
Model 3 appeared to be the best in the evaluation. The final model is a 
function of rurality, poverty, convictions, driver population density, age, gender, and 
their interactions. Table 7.5 shows the third model developed for the prediction of two-
unit crashes. The predictor variables included in this model are rurality, poverty level, 
average convictions, driver population density, age-groups, gender, and interaction terms 
between age and gender. The test for interaction using the FSA confirms the strong 
correlation between age and gender in crash occurrence, concurring with the findings of 
previous researchers. Hence, Model 3 is expected to improve the predictability of crash 
occurrence compared to Model 2 and Model 1. 
The coefficients of Age group and Gender in the final model behave as 
expected and agree with the findings of prior research. The value of the coefficient for 
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the age group is higher for young and old drivers, which indicates their higher propensity 
to cause a crash. The age-gender interaction term of 20-24 and 25-39 group are not 
significant (p value is greater than 0.05), while their main effects are. This implies that 
the male and female drivers in these age groups are not statistically different.  
The negative coefficient of female driver exhibits their lower 
susceptibility compared to male drivers. The Wald score seems to be the highest for age 
groups and gender indicating their strong association with at-fault probability for a crash 
involvement. The coefficient of age and gender and their relationship with each other are 
explained later in the section. 
Poverty, rurality, average convictions, and driver population density are 
other predictors of a two-unit crash occurrence. The estimates of these variables are 
positive, concurring with the finding of the correlation test. The possibility to be at-fault 
increases when a driver residing in an area with a higher rate of poverty, rurality, driver 
population density, and convictions is involved in a crash. In other words, people 
residing in areas with low socioeconomic conditions have a higher propensity to cause 
two-unit crashes. Among these variables, percent below the poverty level is an important 
variable with a comparatively high Wald score. It seems to be a strong indicator of at-
fault probability, and it agrees with the results of the recursive partitioning analysis.  
The correlation between rurality and driver population density was also 
tested to examine the potential presence of multicollinearity. Figure 7.1 plots driver 
population density and rurality and there is no evident relationship observed between the 
two variables.  
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Figure 7.1. Driver Population Density versus Rurality 
 
ACS uses several criteria such as total population thresholds, density, land 
use, socioeconomic integration and proximity to large urban centers to classify a region 
as urban or rural [94]. There are several small area zip codes with limited economic 
development and fewer residents. However, their driver population density is higher 
compared to many other developed zip codes. In Table 7.8, zip codes 42631 and 42084 
are 100 percent rural, yet their driver population density is completely different from 
each other. This is because of the differences in  their area size that is used in estimating 
the population density. At the same time, 40222 and 41729 are urban zip codes but their 
driver population density is completely different from each other. This further supports 
the lack of direct association between rurality and driver population density.  








Area (sq mi) Driver Population 
per sq mi 
42631 100 67 13.2443 5.06 
42084 100 145 0.042659 3399.05 
40222 0 18048 10.7369 1680.93 

























Though density is one of the variables under consideration, Figure 7.1 and 
the examples in Table 7.8 do not show any association between the rurality and driver 
population density. Additionally, the sign of the estimates of the two predictor variables 
concurs with the findings of the correlation test and removing rurality or driver 
population density from the model affects the overall predictability of the model.  
ACS uses several criteria such as total population thresholds, density, land 
use, socioeconomic integration and proximity to large urban centers to classify a region 
as urban or rural [94]. There are several small area zip codes with limited economic 
development and fewer residents. However, their driver population density is higher 
compared to many other developed zip codes. In Table 7.8, zip code 42631 and 42084 
are 100 percent rural, yet their driver population density are extremely different from 
each other. This is because of the difference in its area which impacts the population 
density. At the same time, 40222 and 41729 are urban zip codes but their driver 
population and drivers population density are much different from one anther. This again 
provide evidence to the lack of direct association between rurality and driver population 
density.  








Area (sq mi) Driver Population 
per sq mi 
42631 100 67 13.2443 5.06 
42084 100 145 0.042659 3399.05 
40222 0 18048 10.7369 1680.93 
41729 0 112 0.803979 139.31 
 
Though density is one of the variables under consideration, Figure 7.1 and 
the examples in Table 7.8 do not show any robust association between the rurality and 
driver populatin density, which minimizes the possibility of mathematical instability of 
the model. Additionally, the sign of the estimates of the two predictor variables concurs 
with the findings of the correlation test and removing rurality or driver population 
density from the model affects the overall predictability of the model.  
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As discussed previously, age and gender are categorical variables with 
age classified into seven and gender into two. The age groups are numbered from 0 to 6, 
where 0 is the youngest driver group aged less than 20, and 6 is the oldest drivers, aged 
greater than 84. In the gender category, 0 represents male drivers, and 1 represents 
female drivers. Logistic regression defines the effect of the categories with respect to a 
reference group. Here, <20 is the reference group for age and male for gender category. 
Therefore, the coefficient and the odds ratio of the categories are defined in relation to 
the reference groups. The final model takes the form,  
y = 0.771 + ∑ Bi⋅agei
7
i=1  + ∑ Bj⋅genderj
2
j=1  + ∑ Bk⋅age⋅genderk
14
k=1  + 
0.0003⋅RUR+ 0.002⋅POV + 0.001⋅CON + 1.22×10-5⋅DOPSQM      (8) 
where RUR is percent rural, POV is percent below poverty level, CON is average 
convictions per 1000 driver population and DOPSQM is driver population per sq mi. 
Also Bi, Bj, and Bk are coefficients of age, gender, and their interaction, respectively. The 
coefficient varies depending on the category of age and gender under consideration. 
 
7.1.4.1 Age and Gender 
The coefficients of regression models are interpreted, assuming values to 
the predictor variables. Generally, the coefficients (or odds ratio) of categorical variables 
in logistic regression models are interpreted, assuming that the other variables take a 
value equal to zero. This is generally called the base condition. In the current study, the 
typical approach of assuming the continuous variable as zero does not make sense. Here, 
the logistic model deals with the socioeconomic and demographic factors of a zip code. 
One of the predictor variables in the model is the driver population per square mile, and 
this value cannot be equal to zero for any zip code the dataset comprises of. Therefore, 
for the ease of interpretation, a zip code is randomly selected from the dataset.  
For example, consider zip code 40508 located around the University of 
Kentucky campus. According to the database, the values of the predictor variables are: 
RUR = 0, POV = 51.3, CON = 31.17 and DOPSQM = 6039.781. On substituting the 
values, equation 8 becomes, 
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y = 0.771 + ∑ Bi⋅agei
7
i=1  + ∑ Bj⋅genderj
2
j=1  + ∑ Bk⋅age⋅genderk
14
k=1  + 
0.0003⋅0+ 0.002⋅51.3+ 0.001⋅31.17 + 1.22×10-5⋅6039.781  
   = 0.978 + ∑ Bi⋅agei
7
i=1  + ∑ Bj⋅genderj
2
j=1  + ∑ Bk⋅age⋅genderk
14
k=1   
         (9) 
Now using the equations given in section 3.4, the log-odds, odds, and 
probability of being at-fault of each category can be calculated.  
 
For male drivers less than 20 years, 
B1 = 0, B2=0, B3=0 
Log-odds of being at fault, Y = 0.978 
Odds of being at fault = 𝑒0.978 = 2.659 
Probability of being at fault = 2.659/1+2.659 = 0.727 
 
While for female drivers less than 20 years, 
B1 = 0, B2=-0.243, B3=0 
Log-odds of being at fault, Y = 0.978 -0.243 = 0.735 
Odds of being at fault = 𝑒0.735 = 2.086 
Probability of being at fault = 2.086/1+2.086 = 0.676 
 
Similarly, log-odds, odds, and the probability of other groups can also be 
calculated. Table 7.9 shows the calculated values of each category for zip code 40508. 






Table 7.9. Log-odds, Odds and Probability of Being At-fault for Zip Code 40508 
Category Log-odds (y) 
Odds or 
RAIR Probability 
<20 Male 9.78E-01 2.660 0.727 
<20 Female 7.35E-01 2.086 0.676 
20-24 Male 6.09E-01 1.839 0.648 
20-24 Female 3.98E-01 1.489 0.598 
25-39 Male 1.71E-01 1.187 0.543 
25-39 Female -4.48E-02 0.956 0.489 
40-64 Male -1.15E-01 0.892 0.471 
40-64 Female -2.67E-01 0.766 0.434 
65-75 Male 3.92E-02 1.040 0.510 
65-75 Female 1.44E-01 1.155 0.536 
75-84 Male 5.84E-01 1.793 0.642 
75-84 Female 5.98E-01 1.819 0.645 
>84 Male 1.05E+00 2.847 0.740 
>84 Female 1.04E+00 2.841 0.740 
 
To get a generalized idea about how the propensity to cause a crash varies 
in each category, odds ratios are calculated. Their calculation is explained in the 
following section. 
As explained previously, the relative accident involvement ratio, or 
RAIR, is the probability of being at-fault to the probability of being not-at-fault when 
involved in a crash. The RAIR of the quasi-induced exposure is analogous to the odds in 
logistic regression. In the current context, the odds ratio of being at-fault for each 
category can be represented in terms of a reference group. Here the reference group for 
age and gender are <20 and male, respectively.  
From the above example,  
Odds of being at fault for any category  
= 𝑒0.978 + ∑ Bi⋅agei
7
i=1  + ∑ Bj⋅genderj
2
j=1  + ∑ Bk⋅age⋅genderk
14
k=1   
 = 2.659 × 𝑒∑ Bi⋅agei
7
i=1  + ∑ Bj⋅genderj
2
j=1  + ∑ Bk⋅age⋅genderk
14




The term 𝑒0.978 takes into account the effect of intercept and the other 
variables in the model that repre sent the characteristics of the zip code.  
To illustrate the odds ratio calculation, the odds ratio of <20 female 
drivers to be at-fault with respect to < 20 male drivers is calculated.  
Odds for male <20 group = 2.659 × 𝑒0 +0 +0 
While odds for female <20 group = 2.659 × 𝑒0−0.243 +0 
Odds ratio of <20 female drivers to be at fault with respect to the < 20 
male drivers  
      = 
Odds for female <20 group 
odds for male <20 group 
  
     = 
2.659 × 𝑒0−0.243 +0 
2.659 × 𝑒0+0 +0 
  
     = 
𝑒0−0.243+0 
𝑒0+0 +0 
 = 0.784 
It is noticed that the term representing the characteristics of the zip code 
cancels out in the calculation of the odds ratio. Therefore, the odds ratio gives a better 
idea about the likeliness of each group to be at-fault, irrespective of the zip code they 
belong to.  
In the above calculations, the reference group is the <20 male drivers. 
From the odds ratio calculated above, it is concluded that the <20 female drivers are 
0.784 times likely to be at-fault compared to male drivers. In other words, <20 male 
drivers are 1.275 (=1/0.784) times more likely to be at-fault than <20 female drivers. 
Similarly, the odds ratio of drivers in other age-groups can also be calculated. Table 7.10 
represents the odds ratio of female drivers in each age-group compared to their 





Table 7.10. Odds Ratio of Female Drivers with Respect to Male Drivers 
Age-group 
Odds ratio of female 










From Table 7.10 and Figure 7.2, it is evident that the male drivers are 
more likely to cause a crash in younger ages. While in old age, both male and female 
drivers become more or less equally likely to be at-fault when involved in a crash.  
The odds ratio exhibits that during young and middle ages, male drivers 
are responsible for a higher proportion of two-unit crashes. The crash propensity is 
highest for <20 male drivers while it gets better with age, probably due to betterment in 
judgment and decision making gained through experience. Another reason for the higher 
involvement of young male drivers could be that they drive more miles than young 
females. This could increase their exposure and hence their inclination to cause a crash. 
Also, young men are more susceptible to aggressive behavior and risk-taking while 
driving, which may also explain the higher odds of males compared to young females. 
The finding on age and gender agree with the conclusions of the previous research [20, 
95].  
The vulnerability of female drivers increases with age. Above 65 years of 
age, male and female drivers contribute almost equally to crash occurrence. This could 
be attributed to aging-related that affects their driving performance [96]. 
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The model also allows for the comparison of the performance of male and 
female drivers in each age group. The odds ratios are calculated according to the 
previous description. Table 7.11 shows the odds ratio of each age group in both the male 
and female categories. Here the reference group is <20. The odds ratio represents the 
propensity of a driver belonging to a particular age group to be at-fault, with respect to 
the reference group (i.e., <20 group). 
Table 7.11. Odds Ratio of Male and Female Drivers, Two-Unit Crashes 
Age Group Odds ratio of male Odds ratio of female 
<20 (reference) 1.000 1.000 
20-24 0.691 0.714 
25-39 0.446 0.458 
40-64 0.335 0.367 
65-75 0.391 0.554 
75-84 0.674 0.872 
>84 1.070 1.362 
 
Figure 7.3 and Figure 7.4 represent the odds ratio for male and female 
drivers in graphical format. Among both male and female drivers, the old drivers (>85) 
have the highest odds ratio compared to the young drivers. The odds ratios for the age 
groups follow the typical U-shape curve of crash involvement with higher probabilities 
for younger and older drivers. For both male and female, younger and older drivers are 
expected to be more likely to be the driver at-fault than the middle-aged drivers. This 
concurs with the findings from the literature review [16].  
From Table 6.9, it is evident that the odds ratio of male drivers is slightly 
higher for young drivers than young female drivers, while the odds ratios are increasing 
for female drivers as they grow older. This means that female drivers are more 




Figure 7.3. Odds Ratio of Male Drivers, Two-Unit Crashes 
 





















































7.1.4.2 Socioeconomic Factors 
Poverty and rurality are the two socioeconomic variables in the final 
model. The relationship of these variables can be interpreted in terms of odds; however, 
representing the relationship in a graphical format is easier to understand. The graphs 
show the predicted probability of each age-gender category in the y-axis, while the x-axis 
represents the socioeconomic variable of a zip code. The graphs demonstrate how the 
predicted probability for each category varies with change in their socioeconomic 
characteristics.  
The coefficient of rurality in the final regression model is 0.0003. It 
represents the difference in log-odds when the percent rural is increased by a unit.  i.e., 
when percentage rural increases by 1, the log odds increase by 0.0003. In other words, 
the odds of being at fault = Exp (0.0003) = 1.0003, which implies that for a one-unit 
increase in percent rural increases the odds of being at-fault by 0.03 percent. Therefore, 
for 33.33 unit increase in percent rural, one could expect a 1 percent increase in the odds 
of being at fault.  
Figure 7.5 and Figure 7.6 show the relationship of rurality with the age-
gender categories in the model. Throughout the analysis, rurality is observed to have a 
strong positive correlation with crash occurrence. However, rurality does not show any 
evident relationship with the at-fault probability of male and female drivers when age 
and other socioeconomic characteristics are considered. The effect of rurality is 
diminished, probably due to its potential interaction with other socioeconomic variables 
in the model.  
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Figure 7.5. At-fault Probability of Male Drivers with Rurality, Two-Unit Crashes 
 




Poverty is the other socioeconomic predictor of a two-unit crash 
occurrence. The estimate of the variable in the regression model (Table 3.1) is 0.002, 
which indicates that when the poverty level increases by 1 unit, the log odds of being at-
fault increase by 0.002. In other words, for every one-unit increase in the poverty level, a 
0.2 percent increase in the odds is expected. Therefore, for 5 unit increase in the poverty 
level, the odds of being at fault increases by 1 percent.   
In the graphical format, the poverty level has a positive relationship with 
the predicted at-fault probability of male and female drivers in all age groups (Figure 7.7 
and Figure 7.8).  




Figure 7.8. At-fault Probability of Female Drivers with Poverty, Two-Unit Crashes 
 
7.2 Single-Unit Crashes 
This section discusses the three models finalized for the single-unit 
crashes.  The same process is followed here as well, where the likelihood function, ROC, 
and probability residuals of the models are compared, followed by Training and 
Validation. The evaluation of these models is discussed in this section.  
 
7.2.1 Model 1 
Model 1 is the simplest model developed for single-unit crashes to 
estimate at-fault driver propensity based on socioeconomic factors of driver’s residence 
zip code. This model defines the probability of fault as a function of age-group, rurality, 
educational attainment, average convictions, and driver population density. All the 
variables in the model are significant at the 95 percent confidence level. Table 7.12 
shows the estimates of the model.  
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  1.013 0.036 0.942 1.083 787.637 0.000 
<20 0.000           
20-24 -0.361 0.023 -0.407 -0.316 245.435 0.000 
25-39 -0.874 0.020 -0.914 -0.834 1857.861 0.000 
40-64 -1.325 0.02 -1.364 -1.286 4396.223 0.000 
65-75 -1.476 0.028 -1.531 -1.42 2712.757 0.000 
75-84 -1.105 0.038 -1.181 -1.029 812.851 0.000 
>84 -0.591 0.085 -0.758 -0.424 48.168 0.000 
Male  0.000           
Female -0.505 0.011 -0.527 -0.484 2115.489 0.000 
RUR 0.008 0.000 0.007 0.008 1269.454 0.000 
BS -0.014 0.001 -0.016 -0.012 197.623 0.000 
DOPSQM -6.06E-05 5.43E-06 -7.12E-05 -4.99E-05 124.58 0.000 
CON 0.002 0.000 0 0.003 4.669 0.031 
 
Table 7.13 shows the results of the model evaluation parameters. These 
values serve as a baseline for the quality evaluation of the models developed for single-
unit crashes. The AIC and BIC of the model are 26,196.9 and 26,315.9, respectively, the 
AUC is 0.679, and the validation dataset classifies 63.1 percent of the data correctly. The 
probability residual, which is the difference between observed and predicted probability 
values, is less than or equal to 10 percent for 404 zip codes. This accounts for 









Table 7.13. Parameters of Model 1 for Single-Unit Crashes 
Likelihood Functions 











Area in sq mi Percentage of area 
<=0.10 404 30331.92 77.344 
0.10-=0.20 185 6943.38 17.705 
0.20-=0.30 83 1438.91 3.669 
>0.30 40 502.83 1.282 
 
The two interactions identified through the FSA are between age and 
gender and average convictions and percent with bachelor’s degree. These models are 
evaluated in the following section and compared with Model 1 to produce the best 
option.  
 
7.2.2 Model 2 
Model 2 shows the model incorporating the interaction age and gender, 
see Table 7.14. Along with the interactions and their main effect, the model includes the 


























  1.008 0.0397 0.93 1.086 645.668 0.000 
<20 0.000           
20-24 -0.293 0.031 -0.355 -0.23 84.252 0.000 
25-39 -0.832 0.02 -0.887 -0.777 885.234 0.000 
40-64 -1.326 0.027 -1.38 -1.272 2329.867 0.000 
65-75 -1.635 0.038 -1.71 -1.56 1835.027 0.000 
75-84 -1.316 0.052 -1.418 -1.214 634.162 0.000 
>84 -0.911 0.115 -1.137 -0.685 62.403 0.000 
Male  0.000           
Female -0.495 0.035 -0.565 -0.425 193.876 0.000 
RUR 0.008 0.0002 0.007 0.008 1273.488 0.000 
BS -0.014 0.001 -0.016 -0.012 199.294 0.000 
DOPSQM -6.07E-05 5.43E-06 -7.14E-05 -5.01E-05 124.945 0.000 
CON 0.002 0.0007 0 0.003 4.679 0.031 
<20Male 0.000           
<20 Female 0.000           
20-24 Male 0.000           
20-24 Female -0.148 0.046 -0.239 -0.058 10.318 0.001 
25-39 Male 0.000           
25-39 Female -0.093 0.040 -0.173 -0.014 5.283 0.022 
40-64 Male 0.000           
40-64 Female 0.004 0.04 -0.074 0.082 0.01 0.920 
65-75 Male 0.000           
65-75 Female 0.380 0.056 0.269 0.491 44.872 0.000 
75-84 Male 0.000           
75-84 Female 0.476 0.077 0.324 0.627 37.798 0.000 
>84 Male 0.000           
>84 Female 0.678 0.169 0.346 1.009 16.019 0.000 
 
The goodness of fit parameters of the model, i.e., AIC and BIC are 
26,023.9 and 26,202.3, indicating better predictability than Model 1. The AUC is slightly 
improved while the percent correctly classified in the Training and Validation remained 

















Area in sq mi Percentage of area 
<=0.10 408 30491.76 77.751 
0.10-=0.20 182 6808.59 17.361 
0.20-=0.30 84 1443.91 3.682 
>0.30 38 472.78 1.206 
 
7.2.3 Model 3 
Table 7.16 shows the third model developed for the prediction of single-
unit crashes. This model includes the interaction identified between percent with 
bachelor’s degree and convictions. The other predictor variables, along with the main 
effects of the interaction terms, are percent rural, age, gender, and driver population per 


















  1.100 0.0377 1.026 1.174 850.82 0.000 
<20 0.000           
20-24 -0.364 0.0231 -0.409 -0.319 248.45 0.000 
25-39 -0.879 0.0203 -0.919 -0.84 1876.7 0.000 
40-64 -1.327 0.02 -1.367 -1.288 4403.1 0.000 
65-75 -1.477 0.0284 -1.532 -1.421 2713.3 0.000 
75-84 -1.105 0.0388 -1.181 -1.028 810.23 0.000 
>84 -0.588 0.0852 -0.755 -0.421 47.526 0.000 
Male  0.000           
Female -0.505 0.011 -0.527 -0.484 2111.1 0.000 
RUR 0.008 0.0002 0.008 0.009 1354.8 0.000 
BS -0.032 0.002 -0.036 -0.028 263.94 0.000 
DOPSQM -6.18E-05 5.44E-06 -7.24E-05 -5.11E-05 128.78 0.000 
CON -0.005 0.0009 -0.006 -0.003 23.464 0.000 
BS × 
CON 
0.001 8.71E-05 0.001 0.001 116.1 0.000 
 
The evaluation parameters of Model 3 are displayed in Table 7.17. 
Though percent correctly predicted, and the probability residual remained the same, the 
other parameters for the model turned worse compared to Model 2. The AIC and BIC are 
increased to 26076.7 and 26205.5, while the AUC and classification percentage is 










Table 7.17. Parameters of Model 3 for Single-Unit Crashes 
Likelihood Functions 






Percent correctly classified 63.1 
Probability residual 
Residual Zip Code Area in sq mi 
Percentage 
of area 
<=0.10 408 30,451.68 77.649 
0.10-=0.20 176 6,707.41 17.103 
0.20-=0.30 81 1,539.53 3.926 
>0.30 47 518.41 1.322 
 
Comparing the evaluation matrices of all three models, it is obvious that 
Model 2 has better predictability and an improved representation of single-unit crash 
occurrence.  
 
7.2.4 Interpretation of Final Model 
Model 2 appeared to be the best among the models examined.  The final 
model is a function of rurality, education, convictions, driver population density, age, 
gender, and their interactions.  
Similar to two-unit crashes, the coefficients of Age group and Gender 
behave as expected and agree with the findings of prior research. The value of the 
coefficient for the age group exhibits the higher propensity of young and older drivers in 
crash occurrence. The age-gender interaction term of 40-64 group are not significant (p 
value is greater than 0.05), while their main effect is. This imply that the male and 
female drivers in this age group is not statistically different. 
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Female drivers exhibit their lower probability of causing single-unit 
crashes when compared to their male counterparts. The Wald score for age groups and 
gender are high, indicating their strong association with at-fault status. The interaction 
between age and gender is explained in detail later in the section. 
Rurality is another predictor variable in the model, and it is one of the 
variables with the highest Wald score. This indicates the strong association between 
rurality of the driver’s residence zip code and the drivers’ probability to cause a single-
unit crash. This agrees with the results of the recursive partitioning analysis. The other 
predictor variables in Model 2 are: average convictions, percent with a bachelor’s degree, 
and driver population density. The coefficients of percent rural and average convictions 
have a positive relationship with fault status, concurring with the findings of prior 
researchers. Percent with a bachelor’s degree, an educational level indicator, was 
included n the model, and it has a negative association with the dependent variable. This 
indicates that people with higher educational attainment have a lower chance of causing 
single-unit crashes. Driver population density displays an interesting relationship with 
single-unit crash occurrence. The variable has a negative estimate in the logistic 
regression model, which means that drivers residing in less dense areas cause more 
single-unit crashes. This can be explained by the positive coefficient of rurality in the 
model. It is highly likely that rural areas are less populated, and thus there may be some 
interaction here that was not easily detected.  In conclusion, people residing in areas with 
low socioeconomic conditions have a higher propensity to cause single-unit crashes. 
Age and gender are categorized and numbered similar to the two-unit 
crashes. Age has seven categories, while gender has two. Again, the coefficient and the 
odds ratio of the categories are defined in terms of the reference groups, which is <20 for 
age and male for gender. The final model takes the form,  
 
y = 1.008 + + ∑ 𝐵𝑖⋅𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑖
7
𝑖=1  + ∑ 𝐵𝑗⋅𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑗
2
𝑗=1  + 
∑ 𝐵𝑘⋅𝑎𝑔𝑒⋅𝑔𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑘
14
𝑘=1  + 0.008⋅RUR - 0.014⋅BS + 0.002⋅CON - 6.07×10
-5⋅DOPSQM 
           (10) 
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where RUR is percent rural, BS is percent with bachelor’s degree, CON is 
average convictions per 1000 driver population and DOPSQM is driver population per sq 
mi. Also Bi, Bj, and Bk are coefficients of age, gender, and their interaction, respectively. 
The coefficients are given in Table 7.16, and they vary depending on the category of age 
and gender under consideration. 
 
7.2.4.1 Age and Gender 
Through a similar process explained in section 7.1.4, the effects of these 
variables can be explained using the values of their estimates. Again, the coefficients of 
the categorical variables cannot to interpreted following the general process of assuming 
the value of continuous variables as zero. The single-unit model also has driver 
population per square mile as a predictor variable, and this value cannot be equal to zero.  
Similar to the two-unit crashes, the odds ratio of being at-fault for each 
category is calculated. The ratios are represented in terms of a reference group. Table 
7.18 represents the odds ratio of female drivers in each age-group in comparison to their 
respective male group. Figure 7.9 depicts the ratio in graphical format. 
Table 7.18. Odds Ratio of Female Drivers with Respect to Male Drivers, Single-Unit 
Crashes 
Age-group 
Odds ratio of female 
drivers with respect 









From Table 7.18 and Figure 7.9, it is evident that male drivers are more 
likely to cause a single-unit crash that those in younger ages, while in old age, both male 





























































































































The male drivers are highly at-risk in causing single-unit crashes until 
middle age. The reason for the high risk rate could be the aggressive and risk-taking 
behavior of male drivers [20]. The propensity to cause single-unit crashes is reduced in 
older age groups, probably because of the greater experience in handling situations that 
may lead to a single-unit crash. Female drivers are better when they are young while 
their performance changes as they turn older, probably due to aging-related factors [96].  
Male and female drivers in each age group can be compared to understand 
their performance better. Table 7.19 shows the odds ratios for male and female drivers to 
be involved in a single-unit crash using the same procedure as before.  Here, the < 20 
group is again chosen as the reference category.  
Table 7.19. Odds Ratio of Male and Female Drivers, Single-Unit Crashes 
Age Group Odds ratio of male Odds ratio of female 
<20 (reference) 1.000 1.000 
20-24 0.746 0.643 
25-39 0.435 0.397 
40-64 0.266 0.229 
65-75 0.195 0.285 
75-84 0.158 0.432 
>84 0.402 0.792 
 
Figure 7.10 and Figure 7.11 show the odds ratio in the above table in a 
graphical format. Both figures show that these ratios follow the typical U-shape curve of 
crash involvement with higher probabilities for younger and older drivers. For both male 
and female, younger and older drivers are expected to be more likely to be the driver at-
fault than the middle-aged drivers. This is in agreement with prior research [95].  
The graphs also demonstrate the same findings as those discussed above. 
Male drivers have the highest odds ratio to cause a single-unit crash until middle age. At 





Figure 7.10. Odds Ratio for Male, Single-Unit Crashes 
 
Figure 7.11. Odds Ratio for Female, Single-Unit Crashes 
 
7.2.4.2 Socioeconomic Factors 
The regression model predicting the occurrence of single-unit crashes 

















































(Table 7.14). Their estimates can be interpreted in terms of log-odds or odds of being at-
fault.  
The coefficient of rurality in the final regression model is 0.008, which is 
the difference in log-odds when percent rural is increased by a unit. For every 1 
percentage increase in rurality, the odds of being at fault in a crash increase by 0.8 
percent. In other words, 12.5 unit increase in percent rural, increases the odds of being at 
fault by 1 percent.  
The graphs depicting the influence of rurality on single-unit crash 
occurrence indicate strong positive association and concur with the findings of two-unit 
crashes (Figure 7.12 and Figure 7.13). For every age-gender category, their at-fault 
probability increases with the rurality of their residence zip code.  
 






Figure 7.13. At-fault Probability of Female Drivers with Rurality, Single-Unit Crashes 
 
Similarly, the impact of educational attainment (percent with a bachelor’s 
degree) on crash occurrence can also be interpreted. The estimate of the educational 
descriptor in the model -0.014. The negative sign indicates an inversely proportional 
relationship between the independent and dependent variables. The odds of the variable 
(i.e., Exp (-0.014)) is equal to 0.9861, which indicates that for every 1 unit of increase in 
educational attainment, a 0.014 percent decrease is observed in the odds. Therefore, for 
71.94 units increase in percent with a bachelor’s degree, a 1 percent increase in the odds 
of being at fault is observed.  
Figure 7.14 and Figure 7.15 show this in a graphical format. As noted 
above, each dot in the figure represents the driver groups in each zip code. For both male 
and female drivers in all age groups, the probability of being at-fault decreases if they 
reside in a zip code with higher educational attainment.  
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Figure 7.14. At-fault Probability of Male Drivers with Educational Attainment, Single-
Unit Crashes 






An issue of concern here is the fact that the values plotted show greater 
variability than any of the other ones considered to this point. There are approximately 
110 zip codes in these figure that could be considered as outliers (marked in green in 
Figure 7.16) and force the slope of the line to be steeper than any of the other lines noted 
before.  There is no consistent pattern among these values other than that most have 
lower at-fault probability and higher educational attainment 
Figure 7.16. Outliers Zip Codes 
 
The socioeconomic condition and location features of these zip codes 
were further examined to investigate their distinct characteristics. Table 7.20 shows the 
county location of the outlier zip codes. The table indicates that 30 of these zip codes are 
located in Jefferson county while 19 of them are located in Fayette county. In general, 
both counites are among the counties with the highest population and higher per capita 
income in Kentucky. To further examine the influence of education on the model, the 
variable was removed but this affected the overall predictability of the model. 
Descriptors of income were also tested during model development (explained in section 
6.2), but later dropped from the final model. In addition, other descriptors of education 
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were tested in the model; however, they failed to improve the estimates of Model 2 and 
did not solve the issue of outliers. This could be because of unexplained variability in the 
data the model fails to capture. 









7.3 Model Application 
The logistic regression model developed in this study can be used to 
identify the target zip codes and driver groups for safety programs. Here is an example of 
how a practitioner can utilize the findings of the study to find the at-risk target group. 
Assume that one decides to target safety programs for drivers with at-fault 
probability greater than 0.75 who are living in zip codes with low socioeconomic 
conditions. Using the model developed in this study, predicted probability of each driver 
group for every zip code could be calculated. Then the predicted probability can be 
plotted against the desired socioeconomic factor, and once a cut off value is decided, 
target groups can be identified. In the example shown in Figure 7.17, the cut off value is 
35 percent or above rurality. The figure represents male drivers in each zip code of 
Kentucky, and it shows that the <20 and 20-24 groups of many zip codes fall into the 
target group. So one can detemine the list of the zip codes with rurality 35 percent or 
above and using the desired threshold probability, e.g. greater than 0.75, develop 
appropriate programs targeting the driver groups of concern to improve their safety. 
County 















Approximately 484 zip codes (out of 724) are in this exampled targeted for <20 male 
drivers and 446 zip codes for 20-24 male drivers. Similarly, the target groups for female 
drivers can also be identified.  




CHAPTER 8. CONCLUSION 
The primary goal of this research is to define the probability of a driver to 
be the at-fault driver in a crash based on the socioeconomic characteristics of the driver 
residence, using quasi-induced exposure technique. The binary logistic regression 
models developed in this study are a representation of the probability of a driver to be at-
fault when involved in crashes, with respect to the socioeconomic and demographic 
factors of the driver’s residence zip code. The findings of this work can be used to 
identify groups of drivers or zip codes with high crash involvement potential.  In other 
words, the final models developed from this study allow to identify those drivers 
contributing to the future crash occurrence belonging to a particular group (for example, 
age, gender, economic or education status) or region (for example, rural/urban). This is 
critical information for policymakers and can be used as better evidence to implement 
efficient safety programs targeting such groups. 
8.1 Research Summary 
The main objective of this research is to examine the relationship between 
crash occurrence and socioeconomic factors associated with the at-fault driver residence, 
using U.S. Census factors. To further investigate this, single- and two-unit crashes that 
occurred in Kentucky are analyzed separately. Mathematical models are developed that 
could identify the socioeconomic and demographic characteristics of a driver’s home zip 
code that make them more likely to cause crashes.  The prominent socioeconomic factors 
considered include rurality, educational attainment, poverty percentage, population 
density, and convictions. Age and gender of drivers have a well-established relationship 
with the probability of crash occurrence; hence they are also included in the models. 
Several other factors, including income, employment, marital status, and races, are also 
tested.  
In this type of research, it is important to consider crash exposure when 
attempting to identify contributing factors to the crash. Crash databases do not contain 
information on driver exposure. The quasi-induced exposure technique is used here, 
which assumes that the not-at-fault drivers represent the total population in question, and 
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the crash rate measure of exposure is developed in terms of the relative accident 
involvement ratio (RAIR). RAIR is the ratio of the percentage of at-fault drivers to the 
percentage of not-at-fault drivers from the same subgroup. Hence, the dependent variable 
used here is the fault status of a driver involved in a crash, which is binary.  
A spatial analysis is conducted to investigate crash involvement trends of 
Kentucky drivers and regional disparities between the Appalachia and non-Appalachia in 
the state. Based on the RAIR of drivers at the County level, heat maps are developed to 
represent the results visually. The heat maps for two-unit crashes demonstrated that 
young and older drivers have a higher risk rate than middle-aged drivers, while in the 
case of single unit crashes, older drivers have a lower risk compared to the other two 
groups. Overall, female divers are observed to have lower at-fault risk than male drivers. 
There are no evident regional disparities observed across the state in terms of Appalachia 
or economic status. A weighted average RAIR is calculated for both single- and two-unit 
crashes. The heat maps developed using the weighted RAIR can be used to identify the 
top at-risk counties in the state that then can be targeted for safety programs such as the 
Kentucky Circuit Rider program [93].  
To investigate further about the association of crash occurrence and 
socioeconomic condition of driver’s residence zip code, logistic regression is used. 
Logistic regression models are considered ideal when the dependent variable is 
categorical. This modeling technique is also beneficial when the effects of more than one 
explanatory variable determine an outcome. The independent variables can be discrete 
and/or continuous, and the response variable is the probability of the outcome is modeled 
based on a combination of the predictor values. Using this technique and series of 
variable selection methods, several regression models for two- and single-unit crashes 
are developed as a function of several socioeconomic and demographic variables. The 
models in each category are then evaluated to finalize the ones with the best 
predictability. 
The model results for the single-unit and two-unit crashes are quite 
similar to each other. For two-unit crashes, fault status is found to be a function of age-
group, gender, rurality, poverty level, average conviction, and driver population density. 
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For single-unit crashes, all of these variables are found to have a significant effect. 
However, poverty level dropped from the model when educational attainment (percent 
with a bachelor’s degree or higher) fetch its place. All the predictors in the final model 
are significant at the 95 percent confidence level.  
The odds ratios for younger and older drivers show a greater likelihood of 
causing a crash for both two-unit and single-unit crashes, thus following the typical U-
shape curve of crash involvement. This is consistent with past research, which has shown 
a relationship between crash involvement and age. Aguero-Valverde et al. (2006) 
concluded that age groups below 25 and over 65 have a positive association with crash 
risk, and most of the previous literature shows a positive association between young 
drivers and crashes or fatalities. Several studies on older drivers identified their increased 
crash involvement and demonstrated the risk factors they create for themselves and other 
drivers.  Other studies have also noted that young and old drivers have a positive 
relationship with crash involvement, indicating their higher propensity to be the at-fault 
driver in a crash. These are consistent with the findings of this study. 
Male drivers have higher at-risk probability in their younger ages while 
they turn better drivers with practice gained through experience. The reason for the high-
risk rate could be the aggressive and risk-taking behavior of the young male drivers. The 
exposure of male drivers is higher as they most likely drive more miles than females, and 
this could be another reason for the higher involvement of young males. Female drivers 
are better when they are young while their performance changes as they age. 
The following lists provide a quick summary of the key findings of the 
research and they can be used to develop targeted efforts (as suggested below) to address 
them. The findings are separated in two lists and are based on the analysis that they were 
derived from. The first list discusses the findings of the spatial analysis while the second 







• Young drivers in two-unit crashes are more prevalent in populated areas and 
median household income does not play a predominant role. 
• Middle-aged drivers in two-unit crashes are more prevalent in lower income 
counites in the Appalachian region.   
• Older drivers in two-unit crashes have higher crash involvement statewide. 
• Female drivers are less likely to be involved in a two-unit crash statewide than 
males. 
• Young drives in single-unit crashes are more prevalent in higher income 
counties. 
• Middle-aged drivers in single-unit crashes are more prevalent in lower income 
counties. 
• Older drivers are less likely to be involved in single-unit crashes statewide. 
 
Statistical analysis: 
• Marital status has significant effects on two-unit crashes with percent 
divorced/widowed/separated being negatively correlated to at-fault status. 
• Individual and household income are negatively correlated to the at-fault status 
of the driver involved in single- as well as two-unit crashes. 
• The probability of being at-fault in a two-unit crash increases when a driver 
resides in area with higher rates of poverty, rurality, population density, and 
number of convictions/1,000 drivers. 
• For both male and female drivers, the at-fault probability in two-unit crashes is 
higher for young (<25 years) and older (>75 years) drivers 
• The crash propensity for two-unit crashes is highest for < 20 males and it 




• Under 65 years, male drivers have higher propensity to cause a crash; gender 
plays a prominent role, while over 65 years, male and female drivers contribute 
almost equally to crash occurrences. For 20-24 and 25-39 group, age gender 
interaction not significant due to the predominant effect of age. 
• The probability of being at-fault in single-unit crashes increase when a driver 
resides in area with lower educational attainment and higher rates of rurality 
and population density 
• Under 65 years, male drivers have higher propensity to cause a crash; gender 
plays a prominent role, while for over 65 group, female drivers have higher 
propensity. For age group between 40 and 64, age gender interaction not 
significant because the main effect of age play a prominent role. 
• Female drivers are less likely to cause single-unit crashes than their male 
counterparts. 
8.2 Preventive Measures 
Many road crashes occur because the driver fails to make the right 
decision. Majority of the preventable crashes occur due to human errors. It is, therefore, 
extremely important to monitor the performance of the existing drivers and provide 
safety awareness for targeted groups. The findings of this study could help practitioners 
identify groups of drivers with a high crash-involvement risk factor. Based on this 
knowledge, safety programs can be designed to more efficiently target the most at-risk 
groups aiming at improving overall traffic safety.   
This study also confirms that young drivers are at a higher risk of 
automobile vehicle crashes than any other age group. High-quality driver education and 
supervised driving practices are key elements to prevent crashes by novice drivers. Such 
driver education training programs should be a mandatory requirement to be eligible for 
an intermediate license for teen drivers. Police officers are experts in road safety, and 
they have unmatchable experiences on the dangers and risks on roads. Retired police 
officers and firefighters can be qualified instructors who can impart knowledge about 
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road safety [97]. The DMVs can organize classes by these experts to provide better 
awareness about traffic regulations and its importance. Completion of practice training 
involving a minimum number of driving lessons on rural and urban roads (including 
highways) can be included as a requirement before appearing for the road test. 
Virtual driving simulators can be a cost-effective way to train the new 
drivers, especially the young drivers, about the possible real-world dangerous situations 
they may need to tackle as drivers. This is an engaging way of improving knowledge of 
novice drivers in defensive training without actually being in a hazardous situation. 
Driving simulators allows active learning complementing to the traditional classroom 
and behind-the-wheel techniques. NHTSA states that “Driving simulators allow active 
learning by making it possible to give immediate feedback on driver performance. It is as 
close as a person can come to training on real roads with a licensed driving instructor, 
but without the crash risk”[98]. The 2009 Driver Training Study of California 
Commission showed that driver training utilizing a driving simulator results in nearly a 
10 percent reduction of traffic collisions [99]. 
Driving is a skill that requires knowledge and behavioral integrity to keep 
themselves and other traffic participants safe. Therefore, it is important to enforce traffic 
rules to encourage drivers to maintain safety effectively. Traffic enforcement cameras 
can be widely implemented to detect traffic offenses more effectively. It may be linked 
to an automatic ticketing system. It is typically presumed that the registered owner of the 
vehicle drove the car when the citation was issued, and this could be a disadvantage of 
this system. However, the registered owner can be allowed to provide evidences if 
someone else was driving the car. More police enforcement can increase the efficiency in 
penalizing the offender and hence impart the importance of following traffic rules. The 
at-risk group of drivers (typically young and old drivers) can be issued severe penalties 
(such as license suspension or revocation) when found repeatedly guilty in a traffic 
violation or a crash, and the penalty can be increased on subsequent violations. For 
example: The penalty for speeding more than 25 miles per hour over the limit can be 
increased to a fine of up to $250 for a first violation and up to $500 for subsequent 
violations. Similarly, traffic violation points can also be increased for severe offenses.  
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Automobile industries pay closer attention to improve safety features in 
their cars. People belonging to lower-income communities may not be able to afford 
these vehicles with advanced safety features. Also, elderly and younger drivers are more 
likely to use older, less expensive cars with fewer safety features, thus increasing their 
risk of being involved in a crash. A North South Wales (NSW) Centre for Road Safety 
study stated that about 80 percent of young drivers who died and 71 percent of those who 
seriously injured in car crashes were driving cars older than ten years [100]. Therefore, 
safety inspection tests can be conducted on all registered vehicles for license renewal to 
ensure that the vehicle meets the safety standards. However, there has been debate on 
whether periodically inspection of vehicles is a cost-effective way to improve road traffic 
safety [101, 102]. 
8.3 Recommendations for Future Work 
It should be noted once more that the findings of this study are limited to 
two-unit and single-unit crashes. The study eliminates about 9 percent of multi-unit 
crashes with three or more vehicles involved. Even though this is a limitation of the 
study, since it does not allow for a complete investigation of the entire crash database, it 
still gives meaningful trends regarding the propensity of driver groups to cause a future 
crash. Research on multi-unit crashes with three or more vehicles involved could be a 
potential future research.  
Many zip codes in the dataset have very few drivers involved in a crash 
during the study period. Also, there are several zip codes in the dataset with no crashes 
recorded on drivers from certain age groups, for example,>85 years. This could be 
because there are fewer old drivers in that zip code, and hence their exposure and 
involvement in a crash is very low. The census data lack information on the population 
of drivers in each age-gender category at the zip code level of Kentucky, and this limits 
the study to account for the exposure of drivers in each category. This could be affecting 
the overall model prediction, and it can be overcome by using a higher geographic level 
covering larger areas and hence larger population, such as at the county level. 
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Also, crash type and severity were not examined in the current study, 
which could be another limitation of the findings. They could be associated with the 
socioeconomic condition of the at-fault driver; however, this was not feasible due to the 
small numbers for crashes in several zip codes. Consideration of severity and crash type 
as dependent variables could also provide more insight into how the socioeconomic 
factors of a driver impact the characteristics of a crash. This approach can measure the 
exposure of different socioeconomic groups to different crash injury/types. This may be 
a better objective for a future study. 
The current study is limited to the socioeconomic and demographic 
factors of the driver’s residence zip code. Hence, other primary causes of the crash, such 
as geometric and environmental conditions of the crash location, are not considered. 
Other employment-related variables such as the purpose of travel (work or leisure) and 
proximity of crash locations to driver residence may also influence crash occurrence.  
Crash records are a much better predictor of crash occurrence than 
conviction records. The findings of previous studies indicate that the probability of a 
driver with crash history to be involved in a future crash is more than seven times higher 
than the probability of drivers with zero crashes [45]. However, due to a lack of access to 
the crash history database, this research could not analyze the effect of driver history on 
their propensity to be at-fault in a future crash. Instead, the conviction records were used 
as an indicator of driver performance. Yet, the convictions are used at the zip code level 
in the form of average yearly convictions, which provides a generic estimate of the 
performance of drivers at the zip code level. Using the crash history/conviction history at 
the driver level would be a better approach, and this can be a lead for future study.  
According to the 2018 reports of NHTSA, about 10 million or more 
crashes go unreported each year [103]. These crashes not traceable. Hence relying on 
police-reported crashes could lead to a bias in any safety study or analysis; however, this 















Driving under influence/2nd offense 18536 2648 
15172 
Driving under influence/1st offense 81105 11586 
Driving under influence/3rd offense 4806 687 
Out-of-state dui/csor               69 10 
Administrative per se bac ( )       7 1 
Driving under influence/4th or sub. 884 126 
Driving under influence/cv          12 2 
Non ky adm per se/.10 bac           17 2 
Non ky adm per se/.08 bac           127 18 
Driving under influence/.04 to .07  37 5 
Cdl disqual. For dui/.08or more     2 0 
Non ky adm per se/.04 bac           1 0 
Driving under influence/.02 to .07  440 63 
Driving under influence/non mot veh 163 23 
Speeding 
Speed 15 or more cmv/out of state   1006 144 
35417 
Speeding under 16 mph over limit    116444 16635 
Speeding 16-25 mph over limit       72119 10303 
Speed 11-15 mph over limit/la       11372 1625 
Speeding 15 mph over limit/(cmv)    271 39 
Out of state speeding/no detail     2275 325 
Speed 1-10 mph over limit/la        38194 5456 
Out of state speeding/15+ ovr limit 1077 154 
Speeding 26 or more mph over limit  5148 735 
Speeding 11-14 mph over limit       13 2 
Driver 
behavior 
Improper driving                    11170 1596 
16402 
Improper lane usage                 5266 752 
Fail to obey traffic cont. Device   25405 3629 
Following too closely/car/tk,ve     3561 509 
Failure to yield right of way       2550 364 
Careless driving                    12935 1848 
Disregard of stop sign              20425 2918 
Improper turn                       3090 441 
Driving too slow for conditions     163 23 
Failure to illuminate headlights    1244 178 
Reckless driving                    14327 2047 
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Wrong way on 1-way street           201 29 
Improper passing                    3241 463 
Driving on wrong side of road       497 71 
Driving too fast for conditions     1289 184 
Using cellphone while driving       1708 244 
Improper start                      855 122 
Racing                              153 22 
Fail to yield to pedestrian         158 23 
Fail to stop when rr track not clr  2 0 
Improper use - left lane/la hwy.    12 2 
Leaving accident scene/h & r        4995 714 
Unsafe operation of vehicle         705 101 
Texting while driving               861 123 
Negligence 
to Law 
Fail to stop for school/church bus  403 58 
9020 
Fail to yield to emergency vehicle  1280 183 
Cdl-conv.improp or erratic lane chg 305 44 
Vehicle not under control           1542 220 
Driving cmv while cdl susp/cancelld 37 5 
Instruct. Permit viol/imp. Driving  1805 258 
Fail to obey rr tcd/dir of officer  2 0 
Driving while sus-dui-aggravate-1st 1171 167 
Driving while sus-dui-aggravate-3rd 106 15 
Driving cmv w/o cdl in possession   112 16 
Failure to dim headlights           410 59 
Driving while license out of servic 19 3 
Interm. Lic. Viol./imp. Driving     206 29 
Fail to stop as req. At rr crossing 5 1 
Any other moving haz. Violations    1 0 
Driving while suspended             50116 7159 
Driving cmv w/o obtaining cdl       258 37 
Driving while sus-dui-aggravate-2nd 243 35 
Driving while suspended on dui 3rd  130 19 
Driving while suspended on dui      4131 590 
Driving cmv w/o cmv class/endrsmt   57 8 
Driving while suspended on dui 2nd  801 114 
Legal 
Pretrial suspension termination/dui 1 0 
72879 
Referred to alcohol school/dui      5 1 
Referred to alcohol school/fraud    1 0 
Internal office use only            206640 29520 
Failure to answer court summons     129721 18532 
Conviction transmitted from oos     2871 410 
Referral to traffic school by court 122598 17514 
Multiple offense/convictions        6795 971 
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Pretrial suspension on a rct        14905 2129 
Pretrial suspension on a dui        16572 2367 
Court ordered suspension            1035 148 
Court summons notice                7059 1008 
Violated provisions of hardship lic 18 3 
Altered or fictitious drivers lic   243 35 
Misrepresentation of cdl/186.610    1 0 
Referred to sts/diversion program   1128 161 
Sts court referral/not eligible     452 65 
Perjury-license application         6 1 
Failure to pay restitution          13 2 
Failed to file med/disability info  1 0 
Out of state record/must clear      27 4 
License misrepresentation           21 3 
Lend license to other               3 0 
Court suspension of minor           1 0 
Pretrial suspension termination/rct 2 0 
Medical review suspension           1 0 
Ignition interlock violation        18 3 
Ignition interlock device required  2 0 
Insufficient funds                  12 2 
Revoked conditional discharge       1 0 
Other  
Operating with no license or permit 33861 4837 
22076 
No liability insurance in force     109877 15697 
Theft of motor vehicle/parts        1818 260 
Felony-motor vehicle involved       3814 545 
Conviction loaded - change sor      2041 292 
Gasoline theft                      294 42 
Murder or manslaughter/motr. Veh.   331 47 
Refusal of chemical test            339 48 
Eluding police officer/cv           2073 296 
Changing driver moving vehicle      50 7 
Refused chemical test in cmv/o.o.s. 2 0 
Fraud attempt to purchase alcohol   30 4 
Proof of citation satisfied         1 0 
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A3. RESIDUAL DIAGRAM OF TWO-UNIT MODEL
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